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4	 A detailed description of the conversion effort for implementing
FORMAT II on the System/360 using direct access 1/0 is presented.
The conversion, coding, changes, and System/360 Job Control
Language are p resented in detail. A timing comparison with thep 
FORMAT II 7094 timer is also presented. The data input of FORMAT II
is unchanged except that SAVE statements are not usable at present.
The output is unchanged except that some trace statements to show











Conversion of FORMAT II to System/360
The FORMAT II Program (Reference (1)) has. been converted to use direct
access I/O for scratch units in place of ,sequential access I/O as the
program was originally written.
The change to direct access was necessary since there were not enough
tape drives available on the present system in Huntsville to allow for
more than 5 scratch data sets.
The conversion of the sequential I/0,. statements for scratch data sets
to direct access I/O had to be done keeping the following three problems
in mind:
1. The associated variable (position pointer for next record
to be processed after-each READ, WRITE, or FIND) would have:
to be available to all routines.
2. Once a particular set of data (matrix header) was located,
he next set of records (matrix values) would have to readt	 ^
i	
y
n a sequential manner if the present logic of the program
was to remain unchanged.
3. In the case of output and_ input tapes, there would have to-,.,be
two types of I/O statements,_one for direct access and, ne for
sequential, for each READ or WRITE. 	 i
The above three problems were solved in two ways. First, all of the
scratch I/O statements of the FORMAT II routines were converted to











	 Second, all of the scratch I/O statements of the
7
' routines in the USERXX (user oriented) packages were converted to dire.at
access.
The use of subroutine CALL'S was cho'sen for the FORMAT II routines
t since a subroutine could be written which had multiple entries and thus
all of the I/O could be combined in one routine. 	 The use of one sub--,
routine eliminated the problem of having to make the associated variable ^p
J ^yy
K
Available to all routines.
	 The problem of the number of I/O statements
needed to be written for-both direct access and sequential I/O was reduced
sF
since many of the original I/O statements used the same type of list
(arguments).	 Thus, the number of different forms of entries to be writtens
was far less than the number of original I/O statements.
	 The problem of --
reading in a sequential manner was solved by using the previous value of
the associated variable available after each I/O operation to read or
-wri e: the next record..
e following is' 	 sample of	 h	 t	 he s	 I 0	 e	 oTh	 1	 g	 	 t e change 	 o f	 cratch	 /	 statem nt s	 f






^'	 1	 CALL RDO (NINST,NUM,WORK)














j	 A is dimensioned and NU is an array in the COMMON 'IOUNIT'	 ^'
' H to the associated variable for the FORTRAN data sets definedT
^.	 in the MAIN routine.
r	 '`	 asA subroutine callin g sequence	 generated in a similar manner for^	  }
i	 each different I/O list encountered.
	
Additional arguments were required
in the case of two dimensioned arrays.
	
The name of the I/O routine is
a	 'BACKSP' which is also the entry for back-spacing a- record.	 1
`	 All of the associated variables were placed in a COMMON labeled 'IOUNI'T'
in order to communicate with the MAIN routine where the direct access I/0,,
is initialized.
Y
,f	 The provision"for input and output tapes can be made by adding an array
i'G¢	 in COMMON to .pass the,-,data set type from the preprocessor routine MRES
t. to the BACKSP routine and then coding the proper decision logic (for tape
or disk) and the required sequential L/0 statements. 	 The provision for
sequential I/O would only,be necessary down through routine RD9 (see
listing of BAC ?uW).	 Disk space could be cataloged and used in place of
input and output tapes where possible and thus eliminate the need for
distinguishing between tapes and disks.	 The scratch 1/0 statements ofg	 \
USERXX routines were just converted to direct .access and the COMMON 'IOUNIT'
- ,A
was added since there was,no-need for input or output gapes and the 
,
writing
of future user routines would be easier.





n As a by of the use of direct access, a table was provided
which keeps up with where each of the matrices is written for th e
execution -phase. The table then eliminates the need for searching
for -a matrix since the FIND statement can be used uirectly to start
at the beginning of a matrix. The routines MAIN EUTL1 EUTL2 EUTL3a	 a	 a	 ^	 ;
^ 	 k
EUTL5. EUTL6, and MATR were the only routines changed for the above
feature. The tables for keeping up with the matrices have a limit of w
30 and are stored in the COMMON 'LOCATE'. 	 k
- 	 a
.	 ^	 t
Three additional printouts were added in order to monitor execution.
?} and to aid in allocating scratch s`	 r
.	 g	 pace on direct access
" ,^he first printout is to monitor the completion of the PREP and EXEQ
,routines which are the main routines for the preprocessor and execu-
`	 t.on phases. respectively. The y second printout is of the time taken 	 ;; au
in the execution of each abstraction instruction. The abstraction`
instructions must be numbered. The third printout is a print at the end tt	 ;^
 it
r	 of each problem to show the maximum number of records written on each
;r
scratch data set.
The CL 1K routine referenced is a MAl'360 assembly language routine which
u
reads the internal timer (core locations 50, 51, and 52) on the
F	 ,t
System/360 and returns the time in seconds. If the clock routine is not











Coding Changes to Convert FORM
	
AT II to System/360
The following is a list ing of'all of the changes incorporated in the
FORMAT II program . *
-'	 The updating of the decks was performed by use of an update routine in
which the following control cards were used:
: * /CONTROL ----------- ^---------- ,------------------- SEARCH=NAME.
J
where. NAME is the deck to be altered
f
./ALTER N1, N2`
where the new cards following the alter card are to be
inserted in place of the cards.in
 the original deck with
" sequence numbers Nl through N2. 	 If only Nl is present,
the new cards are added t ►efore N1; and, if no cards follow
:.y
the''':/ALTER before the next ./ALTER or ./CONTROL is -





^BACKSPI IlandThe entire subroutin^J' subroutines 'US05' through
ITA09 t














•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=INrNEWCOMP = OUT,TEXT= SYSPRINT , SEARCH M^IN FMII0001
•/ ALTER 1 FMI I0002
'	 COMMON N'PIT,	 NPOT,	 KONST, NWORK, WORK(130001	 :, FMIL0003
COMMON /9 OUNIT / N1,N2,N3,N4 , N5 9 N6 • N7,N8 , N99NAoNRiNC FMII0004
}	 COMMON/LOCATE/LONAME( 12,30,7),LOPUS( 12, 30 ) •LOEND(121, FMI10005_
1	 LOMAX(12),A_ONUMX(12),MAXDTA 	 --"	 - FMI10006
INTEGE	 NU( 121,	 MWORK(1) FMI I0007





•/ ALTER 2 FMII0009
f C FMII0010DEFIN t 	FILE	 1(500 , 200,U , N1),	 2(2500,200,U, N2) ,	 3(2500920009 N319 FMII0011
1	 4(25007200 , U,N4),
	
7(2500.2009UrN7 )• 	8(2500v200,U,N8)• FMII0012
2	 9( 3500, 2009 U,N9) • FMI ICO13
3	 10(2._ 50D9200 , UtNAIPII ( 2500 9 2OOtU t NB),12 ( 250092OOtUtNCI ' FMII0-014
T1 = CLOCK(TI) fMI10015
N1	 =r' 1 FMII0016
r
N2	 1 FMII0017 e
N3 ;;;`1	 -- FMII0018
















__NSA' =	 1 FMI10024







NC = 1 FMI.I0027
Q0	 1	 I = 	 112917	 r FMI I	 28
1	 LONAME(I,1,1)	 =	 0 FMII0029
;i DO	 6	 I	 =	 1, 13000	 =^,_._..
	
,^	 ...—. FMII0030
WORK (I)	 =	 090" FMI L0031
' - WRITE	 ( 6920)	 f FMII0032
20	 FORMAT	 (	 11CORE ZEROED'	 /1	 l	 ;' FMII0033
d`{ MAXDTA = 30 f^— M	 4
NPIT = 5 FMII0035
I	 NPOT = 6 +FMIIO036
KONST = 2000 FAIIC0=37
NWORK = 13000	 --	 -	 ^^.—MME
G FMLI0039
D0 2	 I	 =	1, 12 FMI I0041
IF	 I I.EQ.	 5)	 GO	 TO 2 FMI10042
IF	 (I.EQ.	 6)' : GO	 TO	 2 FMI10043
FMI10044
CALL	 WDL' (N,N,N,J,N) FMII0045
All	 _	 _._.WRITE	 MOTO) Ni,	 NU( FATro U4-6'




CALL	 REWN0,,(N:1. 	 ....__. 	 — FM'II0048




TIME = CLUCK ( TIME)	 - FMIIOQ50 k
C	 cl FMIIO051
x
'*yY.......x-•l..j?...a_+...wr........rf _,, .w. . e
	 ,. .	
_,m:..^+.r kx .n.+,.ax.s_ .__e. r.. .::.	
. ,,. -._sr to Tewxi_-aa,v
	 .e	 ...	 _
T2 = CLOCK(T2) - T1 FMI10052
\\; WRITE	 ( 6,7)--T2 FMII0053
w^ 7 'FORMAT	 (•	 T2 =	 ' , F 8.3) FM I I0054
^— 0/i-ALTER 313_ 
	 -'
fMI I0055
i TIME = CLOCK (TIME) - TIME FMIL0056
WRITE
	 ( 69211	 NINST,	 IPRINT,	 GO	 tl FMII0057
21 FORMAT	 (	 1 1PREP RETURNED[	 / FMI10058
1	 'ONINST	 =	 I t 	 I8 / _^ FMI10059
2	 'OiPRINT =	 I t 	 18 / FMI10060
3	 10GO
	 =	 '•	 L8	 1 FMII0061
WRITE(6 9 30)	 TIME FM 110062
30 FORMAT	 ('	 PHASEI TIME =	 ',F801 FM1I0063
IF(.NOT•G01	 GO TO	 34 FMII0064
TIME = CLOCK ( TIME)	
—^ r
FMIICO65
•/ ALTER 5 FMI 10066
TIME = CLOCK(TIME)	 — TIME FMI10067
'WRITE	 ( 6.22)	 NINST,	 IPRIN7	 — FMI10069
22 FORMAT	 I	 1 1EXEQ RETURNED'	 / FMII0069
1	 'ONINST	 =	 ',	 18	 / FMI10070
2	 'OIPRINT	 =	 I t 	 18	 ) FMII0071
WRITE(6.33)
	 TIME FM	 10072
33 F O RMAT( • 	PHASE2 TIME =	 ',F8.31 _ — IM-T-70073
WRITE(601) LOMAX FMI 10074
WRITE(6.32) LONUMX FMII0075
31	 FORMAT	 ("•	 LOMAX	 ' • 12181 FMIIOC76
i 32 FORMAT	 ('	 L0NUMX'•1218) FMIICO77
TIME = CLOCK(TIME)	 —^-^ FMI I0078
./ ALTER 6 1 6 ^._.	 _ ..._
	
__ __.^_ F_M'I10079'
.34 TQTIME = CLUCK ( TOTIME)	 - T1	 -+  FMII0080
WRITE	 (6.351	 TOTIME FMII0081	 -^
35- FORMAT	 ('	 TOTAL	 TIME	 IS	 ' •F8.3) FMI IC092
STOP FMI10083
END FMII.0084
E	 •/ CONTROL NEWCOMP =OUT.TEXT = SYSPRINT , NAME =BACKSP,LABEL -989000Q1 , NUCQMP FM1I0085
i SUBROUTINE BACKSP 	 (N) 	 A  FM;I 10086





A(1)' 9	B(1) FMI 10088
INTEGER	 JJJ ( ID,IE , IF)	 ;: FMII0089
INTEGER	 II ( 1)•III(IA g l)•IIJ(IB,l) 'FMI[Gv90
INTEGER	 I EK( IC f 11 
	 _.	 _ ....
FMI IC-091
C FM'I IC.092
FIND	 (N'	 NU(N)-1) FMI 10 09.3
RETURN	 _	 „ -FM I 10094
CI
ENTRY R EW N D (' N) F M I I G 0 9 6
FIND	 (N'	 1) 
	
.--	
:	 _. FMIIC097	 -
-RETURN FMI I0098
f C _ FM 1100 9-9 
ENTRY	 RDO	 (N,	 Il l	A)	
-- _ ___.....	 _..	 _	 -- -
IC 10
READ	 ( N'NU(N),	 ERR=101	 I19	 ( A(I)•, I	 =	 1.11)" FMIIC101
RETURN FMI IG 10 2
C; FMII0103
ENTRY	 R01 . (N • 	I19	 I2,	 I3,	 Al FMII0 104
--READ ( N'	 NUMP	 ERR =	 10) - , I1•	 I2 • 	I3•	 (AtI ),	 1 -_` 1,131 FMII0105
RETURN FMI IG 106







I3	 ,B) FM 1'I01o 8
Ir,.
oIF (13) 119 11 1 12	 --	 ---	 FMII0109
11 I3M = — I3	 _	 FMIIO110
WRITE (N' NUIN) 1 Ile 129 I3M90(119-:I = 1913M)	 FMI101I1
RETURN	 FMI10112





ENTRY	 RD2(N, 119 12s 13.-I4,L5) ' fM110116_
READ(N'NUM) 11, 129 13914, I5" fMI ICI17 s
RETURN  FM 110118
C
_ _ _	 _ _
FMI I0119i ENTRY	 WD2	 (Ni
	
I1 9 	12,9 13 9 149
	
15)  FMI10120E	 —
WRITE	 (N'	 NU(N)	 )	 119 I29 I3 9 	I4, 15 —_^ FMI 10 121
Al RETURN FMII0122
- FMII0123
ENTRY RD3	 (N9	 11)  FMIIC124
READ-(N'	 NU(N),	 ERR 10 1 11
	 _^--` -FMI10125
RETURN FMI10126
—. C ,..	 -	 FM I 1012 7
ENTRY	 RD4	 (N,	 119
	
129 13 9 A,	 I49	 L50 FMIICl28
READ (N' NUM, ERR = 10 1	 I19I29I3j	 (A(I'-2)9	 I=3913)9 I4 9 	15	 FMI10129
RETURN FMI10130
G FMJ I0131
ENTRY	 WD4	 (N i	 119
	
129 139 B 9 	 I49	 15) fMI10132
WRITE	 ( N'	 NU(N)
	 )	 119 I2• 139
	




FM1 10135	 - ..
ENTRY'	 RD5	 (N,	 I1,
	
I2)
 :  FMII0136
J--- READ
 (N'	 NU(N),	 ERR	 = 101 -I19	 I2 FMI10137




ENTRY	 RD6	 (N,	 I19	 At 12) FMI10140 rs
READ	 (N'	 NU(N)S
	
ERR	 = 10) I1,(A(L)•
	
I	 =	 1,121 FM11U14
RETURN =	 FM I I,C 142
C rr	 FM:I I ,C 143[ ENTRY	 WD6	 (Ni	 I 1 9	 B9 I2) FMI''IC 144










13	 12M = —12 FMI1014Ei
W R I f (N' NUM 	 I 19 (811 F,	 I = 	I-9T2M 1 _^_ `--	 NHE.'TL^I . I
RETURN FM1!10148






	 A t	 11) FMII0132
%READ'(N'
	
Nll(N),	 ERR	 = 10) .(A(I) 9 	I	 _	 19[11	 ------___^___ FMI10153
RETURN_ FMLIOl54
C FMI IO 155
ENTRY	 WD7	 ( N,	 B,	 I1)
 FMI10156
WRITE	 (N'	 NU(N)	 )	 (B(I 1 9 I ;=	 1 9 I 1 j FMI IO;157
RETURN FMI1Ci'158
C --- F M I I T5
ENTRY	 RD$
	
(N 9 	 A,	 B 9	 1 1) FMII0160
READ (N'	 NU(N)•
	
ERR = 101 lA(I) ► 	 a.(I)9	 I — =—•19I11	 --	 '-  FMII!1)161
RETURN FMI I,Q162
_ C FM110  1
ENTRY RU9	 (N9
	
I 19	 129 139 14) FM11;,0164_
R EAD
	
N'	 NU N 9	 ERR=
	 19	 12 9	t3 t	 14 X 1651
t
RETURN FM I I0 166 +.
C i FM 110 167_
ENTRY WD9	 (N 91 It 12. 13. 14)	 FM1 10168
WR IT E M I NU M)	 1191203 914  
	 ._...,.: _. 	 ._ 
	
- .._ _ ...: _.....^ F M:I 101 69
RETURN FMI IC 170
C
-	
_ _ _ _. ^__..	 __.. _ ..^_.^ _.^. F M I 10 171 5
• ENTRY WD10
	 CNOAr 11.121 II I •_13) FMI10172: 3




G FM I I0 17 5 t	 .
ENTRY	 WD11(N•IlrI2•L3•I4.1 I) FMI10176 ?	 t





r	 ENTRY	 RD12	 ( N• IA• I1`, I2• L1I 1	 -	 --	 FMI10180
$-. READ ( N'NU(N1)
	
(tIII ( I•J),I=1 • I11•J=_1t.121 _ .. FMIIC181c
RETURN FMI I0182 n.
C r^FMI10183
ENTRY WDL2
	 (N•IA911.1291FI)	 - FMIIC184
WRITE	 (N O NU(N1)	 ((III(I•J)•
	
I=1.111•J=1gI2.1, FMI10185
RETURN FM'I IC 1 86 
1 .10  18 7
ENTRY RD13 ( N• I 1,12 • t3• I4• I I 1 IC188








ENTRY	 R014	 ( N•I4.I1r12 • III•I3 • I4) FMIIC192
READ	 (N'NU'(N))	 (III(J • I2)•J=1.11)	 I3 •I4y . _.	





.^ -ENTRY RD15(Ni11 2 '^^,,3) FMLI0196 ta
READ(N' NU (N ) ) 	 I 1. 12•\13 FM I 10197
RETURN FMI10198
C FMIIC199
ENTRY	 WD15	 (N9I1.12,I3) FMIIO200
WRITE	 ( N'NU(N I)	 I1 •„I203  
	





ENTRY	 WD16	 (N•IA•I1•I2•L3,14,•,15.16•L7,I8•I9•I-10•III•I11•II1 FMI10204
WRITE	 (N'NU(N )-)11. 12 • I3•I4 • I(i•16•I79 ..__^_^..::.. FMI10205





ENTRY	 Rb17(N'• I1• I2• I3• I I) 	
...
	 ,....._^._.__,.... ♦ 	 ^----., FM'	 IC 209
READ ( N I NU(N1 1I1, I2	 1391II ( Iti-1=12, c 3	 -	 -- FMI10210
- RETURN FMIIC211
C _ FM I IC 212 z	 `'




WRITE ( N'NUM)	 119129I3PI4 9 I59I6.17 FMIIC'214
RETURN FMI10215 
F M I IO216
ENTRY	 W019	 (N•IA , I1•I2,13 . 14♦ I5.16,I7,rIB i I9 • L10gIII.1. 11•I12' • I13^ FMIIO217^ '
1	 11491159116) FMI IC21:1
WR1TEIN	 NUtN' ) 1	 II#12 , I3, 1491- 59I 6 	I7,9,t(tlltl,I819I=1 1- 1. 9),K=19110 )9 FMIIO219







ENTRY RD20	 ( N•IA9Ilt129II1) FMI10223




ENTRY	 WD20	 ( N9IA 9 I19I'29III ' 1	 - FMIIO227
WRITE
	 ( N'NU(N ) )	 I19
	




r	 C FM I I0 230
ENTRY	 WD21	 ( N9I19I29I39I4#I5 •I69I79I8) FMIIO231





WD22	 ( , N9IA•IB9I19I29I39I4•I59I69 [ 79I8 • IIl•I9vllOrltJ91119 FMI10235
1	 L12) FMIIO236
WRITE(N'NU(N11	 I19I2 9I3 9 I4 , I5 9 [6 9
	( ( III(19Jl g l =19I	 1•J=1•	 18)t MIIO
1	 ((IIJ(19J1•I=19I9)9J=19 	 110)9	 I119112 FMI10238
RETURN FMI10239
C .	 _ F M I I O 240
ENTRY	 WD23	 ( N,I`A•IlaI2 9 I3r [ 4915 9 I69I7 9 I89ItIrI99_I_[^1 FMIIO241
-
WRITE	 ( N'NU ( N1)	 I19i2 • l3•t49I59I69 _ C(III(-I•J)9t = 19L7) 9J= 1918 ) 9 FMIIO2421	 (II(I ) 9I =19 I9)	 _ FMIIO243
RETURN FMI10244
FMI 10245
ENTRY	 W024	 ( N 9 1A 9_ ,IBg I19 I291 3 9 149I5 9 I6 9 I 7 9 I 891 99I t i r I109I 119I IJ I FMI10246
WRITE	 (N'NU(N))	 19129I3	 149159I6,(-(	 III(19A q1 = Ir[719J=I8;	 91 9 - FMI10247
1	 (IIJ(I,I111 • 	I=191101 FMI10248
, t RETURN	 °' FMI10249
f	 C
— .._.— 	_ _
FM I I0 2 50
ENTRY	 RD25(N9C9I1912• I3 9 L,'rt 15) FMI10251
READ(N'NU(N))C9I191211391'4.15 FMI10252
RETURN FMI IO253 ^.C FMIIO254
^rENTRY	 RD26(N, 11912• [ 3 9 I4, I59I69I I ) MI 10 2 5 5





I1• I I 1 FMIIO259
READ IN'NU(N)1	 (II(J)9J = 1•I11 FMI10260
RETURN FMIIO261
C, FM_t 10 26 2 s
ENTRY	 WD27(Nr11•II1- FMI10263





ENTRY	 RD28 (N9II9I291391L) F M	 6






ENTRY	 WD28 (N 9 119 12. 13, I I) FM 10271





-	 R D2 9	_^^ENfRY — -- N^ , ^f1 9 2 9 I L 10 2T5,
READ (N'NU(N) 1(II'IiL912)9L=1 9,[11 FM;IIO276
RETURN	 „ 	 ,	 - FMI IO277
C , f FM[ 10278
ENT RY W034	 N •







112911)	 FM 110 280
WRITE ( N i NU ( NI) 11912•l3v[4915916t ((lII ( IqJ)vI=1t171vJ=I8qI9")q	 FMI10281





ENTRY WD31 ( NtlAvlBvlCtllt[2 91 3914915916917918911191
,
9vilOvIIJII	 FMI10285
111 1 112 9 1IK 9 113911)	 FMI10286
WRITE ( N I NUM) 1191203049159169 (II1QvI8) t I = l 9 I71v	 FMI10287
(IIJ ( l9llO)9l = lvl9)9 ( IIK(19112)91 = 19111)t	 FM[10288
^a	
2	 (11(1191=10131 F Mj I C 2 8 9	 14
RETURN	 FMIIL" 290
FMI10291
ENTRY WD32 ( N t [AtlB t ll t [ 2 9 13 # 14vl5,pl6tl7tl8vl9vlfltllOt l 11v112,p	 FMI10292
I	 IIJ013 9 114)	 FMI10293
WRITE ( N I NU(NI) 11 9 12 9 13 9 14 9 15916 9 ( fIII ( lvJ)v1 =1pI7)tJ=I8q19) 'r	 FMI10294
1°	 ((IIJ(IPJ)91=lvIlo)tj=l,ll•ll2)9.11_L•_L4 	 FMIIC295
RETURN	 FM 1 10296",
FMI10297
,ENTRY WD33 ( Nt[AvlB t liv[2913914 9 15vl6'^17tf8lp l 9v rffvlioti i '91129	 FMI10298
IIJ)	 FMI10299
WRITE ( N'NU(NJ) 11912 * 13 9 14vl5vl6v ( ( 11l(l9Jlvl =lv17)tJ-18•[919	 FMI10300
((IIJ ( ltJ)qI z lvIlO)9A =IllvIl2)	 FM[10301
RETURN	 FMI10302
-c - F MIT0 303
ENTRY WD34(NolAvIlti2il3v14tlStl6vl7vl8v[9,plll1	 FMI10304





ENTRY RD35 ( NPIA t l1•[2913914•1111	 FMI10308





ENTRY R036 ( Nt1Avllt12tI3vI4vI5#I6tI7 v III)	 FMII-r, 312
,READ (N I NU(N) 1 11 1 12039 ff Ill( 1 9 J)	 I§• FMIIC313
RETURN	 PM110314
FMIIC315
ENTRY WD37'(NtII912913914,PA915916tl7tllI 	 FMI10316
WRITE ( N I NU ( N)l llp12tl3t I A(1+14) 9 11(llvl-15916917)	 FMIIC317
RETURN	 FMTIC318
c FMI10319 'sir i
ENTRY WD38 ( NtIDtIE • IF•ll9l2vl39JJJ)	 FMI10320
WRITE IN I NU(N1) 119 (JJJ(402913)^I=1911) 	 FMI10321
RETURN	 F M110322
C	 FMI10323
ENTRY -WD39( N ilAt I Billti2tl3tl4gl5vl6vl7ipl8vl9tlllt l lOtlllvl129	 FMI10324
I I  # 113 4 - -FMIIC325
lI * J)9I=lvI7)vJ=I8tl9 ) t	 FMI10326WRITE IN I NUM	 1102t134 14915,16,( ( i
jr
	





-17ENTRY: RD40 (N • 11912#13 • 14051kvI61 9B) 	 FMI10330




ENTRY WD41 (((N 9 1 -1-9 12, 13t 149 1 5'91 6 9 17 9 18 9
	
FMI10334




-C — FM I10337
C FMI10338
C FM,I 10339
C F M I 10 340
10 WRITE	 (69	 6)	 N FMII10341
6 FORMAT	 t' 110 ERROR ON UNI T' , 	 19 1 FRI I0342_
STOP 16 FM1I0343
END FMI 10344
of CONTROL COMPRESS=(N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINTYSEARCH=PUTL1 FMI10345
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OU'P,TEXT=SYSPRINTtSEARCH=PUTL2 FMI10346
of ALTER	 11 , 11
 FMII0347
r IF(	 IARRAY(K)
	 .NE. KARRAY(KI)	 RETURN FM,110348
10 CONTINUE	 - FMI10349
./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=PUTL3 FMI10350
•/ ALTER	 17917 FM
IF(	 IARRAY(IO)	 .EQ• LINKM	 ) GO TO 20 ''*1101352
10 CONTINUE FMI10353
_
•/_ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINTtS_EARCH-PUTL4 FMII0354
of ALTER	 25,25 FMI L0355
IF	 (	 CARD (IK)	 .EQ.	 ALPHA(I I)	 GO	 TO	 150., FM[ I0356
100 CONTINUE FMI I0357
of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP = OUT,TEXT = SYSPRINT•SEAR CH;=PREP FMI I0358
./: ALTER	 229 22' FM	 [0359
IF( 
	
EQUAL)	 G0 TO	 (100#
	
200 1 30t, 400 9
 5001	 , K	 _ FMI 10360
40 CONTINUE ^€MII036
of ALTER 53954 FMIL0362
ALL REWNU(NPR P) F, MI 10 36 3
of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP = OUT,TEXT- SYSPR INT , SE ARCH=MRES FMII0364
ALTER	 18, 18 f.MII0365
NUMR = 10 FMII0366
of ALTER 29v29 ;^ FMI IC3b7
KONFIG	 (	 2, 2) =	 IOUTIL FMI_I0368
of ALTER 34 9 34 MI IC 369.
KONFIG	 (	 29 3) _	 IOUTIL F`MI110370
of ALTER 3909 FM I I0 371
KONFIG	 (	 2, 41 IOUTIL FMIT0372
* /-'ALTER 44,44 FMI I0373
KONFIG	 (	 2, 5) =	 IOUTIL FMII0374




KONFIG	 (	 It 9) = 11 FMIIC^ 376
KONFIG	 (-	 2, 9)
_
=	 IOUTIL	 — - FM 1`377
KONFIG (	 3• 9) ,
. _
= ND ISK FMI10378
KONFIG	 49 9 = NA
KONFIG	 (	 59 9) =	 INF FMII0380
me`KONFIG	 •	 =	 M
l
 
ONFIG (	 29 10) =	 IOUT IL FMII0382
KONFIG	 (	 3, 10) = NDISK	 j MI 10383
KONFIG (	 4,
KONFIG	 (	 5-9 10)101 = NB=	 INF FMII0384FMI [0385
/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN,NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT= SYSPRINT,SEARCH-MRES1 FMI10386
/ ALTER 23923	 —	 M	 38
10 READ	 (NPIT,I5,END=700) CARD FMII0388
of ALTER	 39939 FMI 10389"
IF(
	




FM I [ Q 391.
of ALTER	 579 57 FMI10392
IF(
	
EQUAL)	 ,GO TO	 (10 9 







 75, 75 
	
FM i I0 395
IFI EQUAL) GO TO 12509 275) 9 K
	 FMI10396	 u
	
210 °CONTINUE	 FMI I0397
•/ _ALTER	 105.105	 FMI10398











•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = [NrNEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=MRES11 	 FMI10404
•/ ALTER	 22.22'	 _...o-FMI1C405
IF( CARD(I) .EQ• COMMA) GO TO ( 100,200,300,400,100) • ICOUNT 	 FMI 10406
	
60 CONTINUE
	 _.^ FMII0407	 k
./ ALTER	 40.40	 FMII0408





I F^ ( EQUAL Y, Gn TO 330
	 FM I I0412
	
310 CO T INUE	 F MT 10413	 X
•/ ALTER	 56956	 FMIf0414 2







^	 FM i IC 415
./ CONTROL' COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT , TEX T=SYSPRIN
	 FMII0417
./ ALTER 46 9 46	 FMII0419
CALL. REWND(NPREP)
	 FM I10 419	 s h
•/ ALTER-63 9 63	 FMII0420
Lw^(NPREP,5rIFIVE,[X,KONF.I_G)
•/ ALTER 7676   	 FMII0422
	
n
CALL WD20 (NPREP, 5, I F IVE, I X, KONF I G)	 FM 110423
./ ALTER 87 9 81	 "	 FM[ I0424
CALL WD20(NPREP,591FIVE,IX,K(INFIG) FMIIG425
•! ALTER 891P90 	 '^	 ..^ ___..._..._.... _.. _. >,.	 _.._..___... _...._.	 ^F,M I I0426
_.^.	 C ALL REWND(NDATA)	 __ _.._ _...	 _!`JMIIr427	 s
CALL REWND ( N'INST)
	 FMIIC'423
at CONTROL. COMPRESS= IN, NE.WCOMP-OUT, TE XT=SYSPR I NT, SEARCH=PR03
	 7 FM I 10429
./ ALTER	 ,43, 43	 FM I IC 430	 ti
100 CAR IDI"KOMMAI .EQ. COMMA) GO TO 60
	 _	 FMI IC43 1 	 ;t
	56 "CONS INi 'E	 FM I L043?_	
,.
•/ ALTER_
	98x98	 __ __ _	 FMI IC433






FM I IC 439	 R
/ —!ALTER	 1069106	 EM 1 10436
` IF( CARD(J) .EQ• PARENR ) LIMIT	 J	 _.	 FMI10437
	
360 CONTINUE	 FMIIC439
•E A(.T^ ER___ 1569156	 °	 FMI 10439
- 





* f ALTER'	 ICE ^	 211,211	 FM 442' 




810 CO_ T INUE	 "FM I IC444	 h
_	 •,/ ALTER 213.2 3__,.._._^..,. _.
	
FMI 10445
X20' CALL WD38(NPREP,7.503,2,ISEVEN,ItJ,NAME) 	 FMIIC445
CONTROL COMPRESS=IN, iV EWCOMP=OUT',P EXT= SY S_PRINT,SEARCH=fNST	 FMIIG447	 &
f'	 „•% ALTER569 56	 FM I LC 449
IF( EQUAL) GO TO 203
	 "FMI IC449
	




















ALTER	 1029 10c	 — FM110 451 a
IF(	 CARD(l)	 •EQ• EQUALS) GO TO 2000 fM110452
2.60 CONTINUE FMII0451
of ALTER	 107.107 FML10454
IF(	 CARD(K)	 •EQ• PARENL) GO TO 350 FMI [0455
300 CONTINUE FM[ I0456
ALTER	 1459145 FMI I0457
IF(	 CARD(IDT)
	 •EQ• DOT) GO TO 2030 FM[I0458
2010 CONTINUE FMI10459




	 GO TO 2050 FMII0461
2040 CONTINUE	
-, fMIIG462
of CONTROL COMPRESS = LN,NEWCOMP=OUT * TEXT=SYSPRINTrSEARCH=INST01 FMII0463
•/ ALTER	 23t23 --FMI 10464
IF(	 CARD(IPT1	 •EQ•	 SYM(301(IC)1 GO TO 75 FMI10465
50 CONTINUE 'FMI10466
P. of ALTER 52952 FMII0467CALL WD41	 ( NPREP 9( STN09NOPC9IONE9IZER09IONE#ITOTvlt7rMATRIX # INTG1 FMII0468
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUToTEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH=INST02 FMII0469
of ALTER	 22922 FMII0470
IF(	 CARD(IPT)
	
.EQ•	 SYMBOL(IC)1 GO TO 75 FMLI0471a
50 CONTINUE	 - FMII0472'
of ALTER	 57957 FMI10473
IF(	 CARD(IPT)
	
•EQ. COMMA	 )	 GO TO 1150 FMi10474
1100 CONTINUE FMII0475
* /,ALTER 69972
CALL WD22 ( NPREP97979ISTNOtNOPC9NUMIN9IZER09NUMSC9ITOT97 9 NUMIN • PMIL04TT
1	 MATR,IX96.29ROWCOL9IPSPEC9FNUMB! f,M110478
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN^NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT = SYS:P .RINTrSEARCH= INST03 FMII0479 w;'




GO TO 50 FMI10481
30 CONTINU E FM1 I0482
t of ALTER	 27927 FM 1 1048 :3
IF(	 CARD(K)










	 ;<	 ,^ FMI1048.8 r
of CONTROL COMPRE
	 =I Ng N W	 M= U I	 X= Y	 9 EARCR=INSTFP 4
! ALTER	 17 17




E) GO	 TO	 100 FMI.10491
50 CONTINUE FMI I0492




	 GO	 TO 200
-FM[I0494
150 CONTINUE FMII 4=95
./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN9NEWCOMP=OUTvTEXT=SYSPRINT9SE`ARCH=INST10 0MI10_496
. of ALTER	 28928 FMI10497
IF( 	 CARD( IPT )	 • EQ:•	 SYMBOL (IC))
	




of ALTER 51952 FMI I0500
' CALL WD24	 (NPREP.7,79IS NOrNOP	 ,ITW09IONf,IZER()9i
	 O	 9•	 939 F RTTD3llYT
1	 MATRIX97919MATRIX) 0MII0502
of ALTER 54 t 56 F141I0503
2050 CALL	 WD30	 (NPREP97`97'rIS,TNO9NOPC9ITHREE9IONE91TW091TOT 9 7 9 2 9 4`'9 	., 10 504
1	 MATRIX' 9
	
7,1 r. MATRIX   s	 2 9 I N TG ) F:M I I	 5	 5
° •/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH=INST16 FMI10506




















./ ALTER 37 9 41	 "	 FMII0510





> ^; :/ ,^LOTER
OL CO
2b 26R	
FMI105135 — IN•NEWCOM P^^	
FMI 10514
IF( CARD(IPT) .EQ. SYMBOL(IC)) GO TO 75 
	 FMI10515	 - #
	
50 CONTINUE	 FMI10516 r
./
	
ALTER '5103	 FM II0 517
CALL WD32 ( NPREP , 7,7,[STN'0 9 NOPC P NUMIN 9 ITW09, ITWO 9 ITOT,7,3,N	 FMIIC518
1	 MATRIX97 9 112•MATRIX , CUTOFF,K.^ „
	
FMII0519	 #
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT = SYSPRINT•SEARCH=INST20
	
FMII0520
•/ ALTER	 22 . 22	 fM I IC 521	 s




•/ ALTER 30.31	 FMII0524
	CALL W024 ( NPREP,7,7,ISTNO • NOPC • IONE,IONEtIZERO * ITOT,7 , 2,2,MATRIX,rMII0525	 r
1	 79 1,MATRIX)	 —	 FMI10526	 ifi	 k
of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT = SYSPRINT 'SEARCH=INST31 .
	
FMII0527
9VALTER	 20 # 20
	 FM I I0 528	 ._
IF( CARD(IPT) .EQ. SYMBOL(IC)1 G0`TO 75 	 FMII0529	 ?	 s
	
50 CONTINUE	 FMI I0530
./ AL ER 30.31   
	 _	 Y_ FM I IC 531	 9#	 u
2000 CALL WD24 ( NPREP•797 9 ISTNO,NOPC , ITWO • IONE,IZERQ , ITOT 9 7,i2939MATRIX,FMI10532
1	 7919MATRIK) 	FMLI0533
./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT•SEARCH=INST32
	 FMII0534
}	 ./ ALTER	 21.21	 FMII0 535
IF( CARD(IPT) .EQ• SYMBOL( IC1) GO CO 75	 FMII0536
	j50- CONTINUE 
	 .....- _ _....._..	 _ _. ^__....	 FMI I0537	
e
s/ ALTER 33,35	 FMIIC538
2000 CALL WD39- ( NPREP . 7979ISTNO , NOPC , ITWO 9 1ONE•IONE9ITOT97,2s3 9 MATRIX 9 FMIIC539
1	 7, 19 I pMATR IX • INTG I	 FMI I0540
./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN•NEWCOMP = OUT• TEXT= SYSPRI NT, SEARCH = IN5T4_1.. ^,	 FMII0541
./ ALTER-	 22.22	 FMII0542
IF( CARU(IPT) .EQ. SYMBOL(IC)) GO TO 75 _ _ 	 _	 FMII0543 4
f	 50 CONTINUE	 FMI10544
'r of ALTER 35.37 	 FMI I0 545	 i{
	
2000 CALL WD39 ( NPREP , 7979ISTN'Lh,NOPC9 10NE,ITWO 9 1ONE 9 ITCIT 9 793 9 3 9 MATRTX9 FMI10546	 {
1	 7,1s2 • MATRIX 9 INTG) 
 	
. ..
	 4_..__._._ . FMII0547	 :#
o/ CONTROL COMPRES' = IN NEWCOMP= OUT,TEXT=:.SYSPRINT,SEARCH=INS`T90
	 FMII0548
	
'ALTER	 - 14, 14	 FM I I0549
_ 
IF.( ` CARD ( M) .EQ. ESIGN I GO TO 50	 _	 __ ,1 ._ 	 _.._ fMI10550
	
" 30 CONTINUE 
	
FMI[C551
'	 . / ALTER	 18918    '- 	 FMII0552	 `^	 =






IF( CARD(K) .EQ `
.




	 FMI [0557	 #
./ ,ALTER 55 9 57	 =	 FMII0558
CALL WD33 ( NPREP,7t7,1STNO • NOPC , NUM'IN , NUMOT , IZERO,`ITOT,7 , J,LIMfT2, FM110559 r










./ ALTER 62.63 ' F M 4 2y 
_
i
-...,...^..... __..	 ,._::	 Ica.	 -- ""•—^ bMi4tia^	 u.<-- -u..,a,.:.ae	 —	 -._..—.-:	 .	 --	 -
r	 260 CALL WD34	 ( NPREP, 7, I STNO , NOPC, I ZEROPNUMOT, I ZERO * ITOT, FMI10565
1	 7919NUMOT,MATRIX) FM[10566
of CONTROL COMPRESS=[N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=MATR J	 FMI'10'567
/-ALTER 26 _
 FMII0568
COMMON/ IOUNIT/NU( 12) FMI10569
COMMON/LOCATE/LONAME(12, 30, 7) •LOPOS( 12#301 ,LOEND(,12) , FMI 105TO
1	 LOMAX( 12)rLONUMX112),MAXDTA FMII0571
of ALTER 27 FMI10572
DO	 1	 IXY =	 1912800 FMI10573
1 WORK(IXY)	 =	 0. FMII0574
..._.of ALTER 43 9 43 FMII0575
DO 1005 K=1 9 MAXDTA FM.II0576
LOPOS (NDATA,K) =0 FMI10577
DO 1005 L=1,7 F010578
1005 LONAME(NDATA,K,I_)=0 I 05 9
LOEND(NDATA) = O
 FMII0580
_	 LOMAX (NDATA)=0 FMI 10581
LONUMX(NDATA)=0 FM1L0582
WRITE
	 ( NDATA I NU ( NDATA))	 MNUSIO , IZERO , NINE , IIZE[,' OvK= 1.91 fMI10583
of
	 ALTER	 177t178 FMI1058.4
230 CONTINUE FMIIC585
DO	 1001 K=	 I t	MAXDTA FMI10586
IF	 (LOPOS ( ND'ATA , K))






1003 FORMAT	 ( 1 1 MATR- 30 MATRICES ALREADY ON UNIT',18) -FMI10590
I
w.. ^ ..	 , . . • ,,..	 v =3.:. ,.. x ....s .r w... w . « : ... _... .	 •	 r ...:	 «^ ..	 _.	 «.	 .-. a	 ...
	 >. x....^..:..c ._.'+Y.*. ._.+n.+.A+e--„s^.^.;'..s.nwWOacrrwsc ua. a . a	 ^	 c	 ...«___.,
	
.. ..,.





#	 J I Ur	 r m x 1V-V L
1002 LOPOS(NDATA,K) = NU(NDATA)
	 FMII O 592
LONAME(NDATA,K,7) = IQNE	 FMII,D593	 1.
DO 1004 L =19 6FKI 0594	 -
k	 1004 LONAME(NDATA,K,L)=NAME(L) 	 FMII0595
LONUMX(NDATA)= MAXO(LONUMX(NDATA),K)
	 FM1I0596
WRITE	 ( NDATA ' NU(NDATA ) )	 MINUSI , IZERO,NI_NE, ( NAME ( KI•K=.-1
”
,61,	 M.	 05
1	 IONE, 1MAXPJ MA X	 FMI 10598
WRITE	 ( NPREP I NU ( NPREP) )
	
( NAME ( I X),I X=1,6)	 IONt---( X rJMAX	 FMI 10 59 9
s/	 ALTER 216,216	 FMIl 10600
370 WRITE
	 ( NDATA • NU(NDATAI)
	
MINUS2 9 1ZERO,IONE , IZER .O	 FMII060-1




	 .ECG•	 IALPHA(IX) l GO TO 55- 	 --_	 —^FM110603
^	 6T`,0 CONTINUE	 FMII10604	 •^
Of	 ALTER 290 t 292	 --	 FMI I0605
T10, CONTINUE




L,OMAX(NDATA )= MAXO ( NU(NDATA) , LOMAX ( NDATA I) 	 FMI10608
WRITE ( NDATA • NU(NDATA) ) MNUS20 9 1 ZERO ,I ONE ,LZERO
	 MII 609
CALL REWNDI N DATA!	 FM[10610








CALL	 WD37	 ( NDATA;J91 ONE , NUt!OER.9 29WQRK 9 1 9 LENWRK , 3.I . WORKi	 ;,	 FMI10613
of	 ALTE R 40.:,40 	 FMII0614
-	 CTLL 1	 N	 , J,	 ,	 X, W RK 	 :'	 j
of CONTROL COMPRE S S = IN,NEWCOMP=OUTPTEXT = SYSPRIN`T,SEARCH =ALOC _	 FMI10616
COMMON ^. PiT, NPOTj KONST 9
	NWORK, WORK( 13000)
	 FMI10618
f	 •/ ALTER 7	 -	 FMI1	 619
DO	 1	 1 C = 'i1,20 9 13000	 — 	 FM I IC 620
	 -






of CONTROL COMPRESS = INrNEWCOMP=OUT.TEXT=SYSPRINT 9 .SEARCH=ALOC1 FMI10622
u,




of ALTER 68968  FM 3I0625
CALL REWND(K11 FK"l10626
/ "ALTER	 69 FM I M 627
400 CONTINUE F-MI10628
i° of ALTER	 71.71	
-^^
FMI [0629 :#	 a
i IF( NDATA .EQ. NSETt I l) GO TO
	 115 FMI 10630





= of ALTER 94.94 FMII0632
r	 110 CAL! RD20	 (NPREP979K19J •MASTIN) 	 _ _  IC633_FMI




of ALT ER 1 3 59135 .._._____......,._,.._-.._.,___
CALLREWNDtNPREPII








CALL	 RD26 (NPR EP•ISTAT(I;19INSNUM(1)9IN9I0• IS 9 1 TOT 9 I .TEMP PM1I0639_
of AL TER	 200.200 FMI10640 -
"NAMOD ( K9J)IF(	 .NE.	 NAM'OD ( K• I))	 GO; TO 300  FMI I0641
290 CONTINUE FMI10642
J of ALTER
	 2159 215	 _	
^
_ FM I IC_643
VE)	 il T6 330INSNUMt I 1. 100	 EQ.	 JS	 G FMI IC644
320 CONTINUE
_ _.	 w. FMI I0645'
of ALTER	 2169216
" GO TO 440
F4I[0646
FM.I 10647?
of ALTER	 2379 237 FM I I0648
I F (
	 EQUAL)	 GO TO	 380 
	 _	 _.
FM [ I0649








I.F(, IEND ;.EQ.	 ISTAT(II) 1	 GO	 TO	 396 FMt10652 ny
'. 395 CONTINUE 	 =°_ FM[IC653
of ALTER` 2649 265 FM [10654
_
CALL	 WD27	 (NPREPI•KKrISAV'W .....	 _ _..._F'MI.IC655















of ALTE R 	291 291 FMII0661
IF(	 EQUAL)
	
G0 - TO 470 FMIIC662
450 CONTINUE FMII0663







IF(	 NUMOD(, I_) 	.EQ.
	
11	 GO	 TO	 550 p _ FMIIC667
540 CONTINUE	
- FMII0668
of ALTER 3269 326 FMI IC669
CALL WD10
	
(NPREP 19 79 6 9 J rNAM0.0 9 NS'AVE-1
	 a y FM I IC670
..f?	ALTER	 3419341 ; ..	 _ FMI I0671 _
' If(	 NUMOOtJI	 wEQ•	 L1 GO TO 5190 FMIIC672
580 CONTINUE FMIIC673
of ALTER 349,349 FMI10674
CALL WD27(NPREP_1• IONLYr INONL Y,) FM IICY6754 x
L	
- 	.. 	 --of ALTER. 351, 351	 - "^^FMII n,- 7 6
CALL WDVANPREP191OTPUT 9 I0PUT) iF.M 110677












CALL WD27 ( NFREPI 9 IONLY9MANY) FMII0679
•% ALTER 41C#411 F14110680
CALL WD27(NPREP19IONLY,LOCAT) FMII0681
CALL W027(NPREP1tLENSC, ISCALR) FM[I0682
•/ ALTER 4229422 FM1I0683
t Y CALL WD27
	 ( NPREPLtKtITEMP) FMI:I0684
•/ ALTER 446,446  FMI10685
j CALL WD11(NPREP1tItLPLtJPL,IPL9INCOMPI FMI10686
1 ALTER 454 t 454 FM11068 T




" CALL WD12 (NPREP197t7tMATTOTtNAMOD) FMII0690
CALL REWND (NPREPI) FM'IIt691
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT_=SYSPRINTtSEARCH=ALOCII FMII0692
•/ ALTER 6 9 6 M	 693
CALL REWND(NSET) FMI1'0694
•/ ALTER 9 9 9 fMI10695
CALL WD28(NSETtKOD(I),[ZERO,NUM 9 NAME) FMII0696





./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPR[NT t SE ARCH=AlOC12 FML10699
t( •/ ALTER	 48t48 FM[I0700
IF(	 NAME	 . EQ.	 NAMIN(I)
	
I	 GO	 TO	 18C FMII0701
170 CONTINUE FMIL0702
ALTER	 62962	 ------ FMII0703
GO TO 240 FM [ I0704
^. ./ ALTER	 70970 "FM I I0705
' IF( 	 NAME • EQ• NAM IN M
	)	 GO TO (2709 2 8019




•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= INtNEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT t SEARCH=ALOC13 FMI10708
F •/ ALTER 12,12	 —	 —	 —^ — -- FMII0709
i GO TO 300 FMII0710
E ./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUTtTEXT= SYSPRINT 9 SEAR H=ALOC2 FMI10 711
./ ALTER 52953 
_^_ FM110712CALL RD27 (NPREP 1•NUMSA`V 	 I SAVM) FMI 10713
' CALL RD27 ( NPREPI,NUMSAV 9 ISAVT) FMI10714e
•/ ALTER 55 9 55 FMI 10715
# CALL RD27(NPREPI,NPRINT,JPRINT) FMI10716
;^y •/ ALTER 58,58 FMI [0717
.113 CALL RD29	 (NPREP1,7t7,J 9 NSAVE) FM110718
_ •/ ALTER 60960 FMIX0719
CALL
	
R027 ( NPREPI9IONLY9INONLY) FMII0724_
•/ ALTER	 63963	 -_	 ....—_„	 i, ^'	 F M 11:0721
IF(	 INONLY ( J)	 • EQ•	 [SAVM(I))	 I SA 'VM(I)	 ^-I SAVM1''I 1 FMI I0722
90 CONTINUE FMII0723
' •/ ALTER 68 9 68 FM ' IlOT24
CALL	 R027 (NPREP 1, IOTPUT t IOPUT )	 -	 _. FMI 10725
./ ALTER	 70v72	 _. FMI 10726
CALL RD27 ( NPREPItIUNLY , MANY)
CALL RD27(NPREPI9IONLY , LOCAT)
FM-II0727
















•/ ALTER 92992 FMI10732
180	 CALL R014	 ( NPREPt7t7tIvIGENtKKvKK1^	 _.. M	 3
f •/ ALTER	 249 24 








190 CONTINUE	 ;;' FMI10736





GO TO 218	 - FMI10738
217 CONTINUE	 = FMI10739
of ALTER 165.165	 FMI10740
CALL REWNDINDATA) FMI10741 r
" of ALTER	 2069206 FMI10742
IF(	 INONLY(L1	 •EQ. K) GO TO 317 FMII0743
315 CONTINUc	 FMI10744
of ALTER	 2309230	 - FMIIC745







340 CALL REWND(N:TAPE) FMI10749
r
ALTER	 257.257	 FMII0750
IF(	 IABS( INSMAT ( J+11 )_ •EQ.
	
I	 )	 GO TO 430	 FMI 10751_
420 CONTINUE FMI10752
of ALTER	 3409340 FMI10753
:?IF(	 NUM .EQ•	 ISTAT(J)	 1	 GO TO 680	 FMI10754
650 CONTINUE FMII0755 4,w
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN•NEWCOMP=OUT.TEXT=SYSPRINT.SEARCH=ALOC21 	 FMI10756
of ALTER 8,P8 FMI IC 757
100 CALL RD15(NDATA,J,KODE,NUM) FMI10758
•/ ALTER	 10 # 11	
--	 __.. _.-._..__f:_ FM i I0759 1 MCALL BACKSP(NDATA') FMII0760
CALL R040 (NDATA,J,KODE•NUM91.79NPART91.2I0IM1 FMI10761
of AVTER	 13 9 13 FMII0762 zk
IFI NPART(I)
	 .NE• NAME(I)1 GO TO	 100 FMI10763
of
110 CONTINUE
CONTROL COMPRESS=IN•NEWCOMP=OUT•TEXT=SYSPRINT,S E ARCH=ALOC22
FMI 10 764
FM I10765
* /-ALTER 201,20	 - FMI10766
110 CALL R028(NTAP'E,JtKODEtNUM,ITEMP)
	 - FMIIC767
of ALTER	 25925	 FMII0768
IF(
	
ITEMP(I1	 •GE.	 [ROW)	 GO TO	 160 FMI IC769
140 CONTINUE FM I I0 770
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWC014P=OUT,TE'XT=S.YSPRINI•SEARCH=ALOC23 FMI[C771
of ALTER 9 9 9 FMI L0772
100 CALL RD15(NTAPE9J.KODE,NUM) FMII0773
•• 1 ALTER 12x13 FMII0774
CALL 8ACKSP(NTAPE) fMI10775 R
CALL RU13 ( NTAPE , J,KODE , NUM,9 , MHEAD) FMI10776
of ALTER 15 9 15 FMII0777
1-10 CALL REWND(NTAPE) FMIIC778
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN.NEWCOMP=OUT•TEXT=SYSPRINTtScARCH=ALOC24 FMIT0779
of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP= OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT -SEARCH=ALOC3 FMII0780
of ALTER	 67, 67 	
—_,_, FM I I0781 -
IF(
 - ISC AL (K 3) .EQ.
	




50 CONTINUE FMI10783 l	
-









GO	 TO	 170	 %'	 _ FMII0785
12Q CONTINUE FMII0786
•/. ALTER	 90,90 FMIIC787
IF( NUMODM • EQ•	 I) GO TO 150 ^:	 - --	 -	 -v FMI IC788 2.
140 CONTINUE 




ALTER	 96196	 ;, FMII0790 ,









 .s.^luirl.dAC	 ....	 .rr++.+aiiLear.a.,. 	 n.'—µ w..+.aV:... 	
}
7./ ALTER 1169116	 FMII0793
CALL RD17 ( NPREPI , J,K1,K2 , INCOMP)	 FMII0794
FMII0795
__ •/ ALTER	 133t133	 FMI",10796
IF( INCOMP ( L) •EQ• J-1 I ICNT = ICNT + 1
	 FM I'll 0797
200 CONTINUEFMIJ0798
./ ALTER	 2061,206	 —	 _	 PM110799
IF( NUMOD(K1) •EQ• L) GO TO 310 	 FMI10800
305 CONTINUE F,MiI 10801
•/ ALTER	 209,209 FMI-I0802
IF( K3 •GT•	 IFLOC(K2)
	 * AND.	 K3 •LTs	 IFENDIK2)1
	




•/ ALTER	 2419241 FH[10805
IF( 	 I'	 • EQ • NUMO D (L) 	 )	 GO TO 363 FMII10806
361 CONTINUE ;'	 FMII0807
•/ ALTER	 2519251_ !	 FMI10808
IFI
	
ISAVM ( J 1
	
•EQ•	 I	 1 GO TO 560	 ^__ !	 FM;II0809
370 CONTINUE FRI 10810
•/ ALTER	 2601260 FMI.10811
g IF( LPURGE(MAT)	 •GT• 0) GO TO 380 F9110812
373 CONTINUE F.MI10813
I •/ ALTER	 310,310 FMI 10814
IF(




•/ ALTER	 345,345 FM I I 0 8 7










	 •EQ.	 IASGN(ISET,L1)	 KBAD` = MAD +	 1; FMI10821I
^
481 CONTINUE FMI-.0822
•/ ALTER	 416 , 416 FM!LI0823
IF(	 IFULL(L 1	 •EQ•	 0)	 GO TO 530 ,FM10824
520 CONTINUE M'25
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=ALOC31 FMII0826
•/ ALTER	 7,7	 — FMII0827'
IF( MINSCR(J1	 • GT• NWAIT) NWAIT = MINSCR ( J) FMI10828
100 CONTINUE 
	 –^ FMI 10829
./ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=ALOC4 FMII0830
•/ ALTER 64 1,64 FMI1083 1
100	 CALL RD2 ( NPREPI 9 NSET(I I,lFCT ( I), IDEV( 1) 9[CHAN(I),ICAP ( IlI FMII0832
E •/ ALTER 69 9 69 FMII0833
105 CALL W09	 (N INST,N, [ZERO ,I HEAD,NSET(I) 1 FM;I I0834
•/ ALTER 73974	 ---- FRII0835
f CALL RD12 (NPREP197,7 9 MATTOT,NAMOD) FMI10836
j CALL REWND(NPREPI)_	 -	 - FMI10837
./ ALTER	 83983 FMI10838
IF( JASGN(NTAPE,J1
	
.EQ• K) GO TO
	 120 -	 FMII0839
110 CONTINUE	 _ FMI10840
./ ALTER	 88,88 FMI10841
If( NUMOD(L)	 •EQ• JASGN( NTAPE, J-1)) GO TO 150 FMI10842 =
140 CONTINUE FM I 10843
./ ALTER	 1089108 FMII0844 Y
IF( MTAPEILI
	
•EQ•	 I) GO TO 210 FM	 I0845=
200 CONTF(NUE fMII0846



















o/ l ALTER 134 9 137 FMIIC850
*1 ALTER 151 9 151 FMI10855
CALL W015	 (NINSTtKT91STAT(l) P NOP) FMI10858
o/ ALTER	 1589158 FMI10859
IF(	 MAT * EQ *. IABS(ISAVM(JI)	 * AND *	ISAVT(J)	 eGTe	 0)	 GO TO 305 FMI10860
300 CONTINUE FMI10861
Of, ALTER	 1759175 FMIIC862
311 CONTINUE FMI10864
o/ ALTER 2039203 FMII0868
9/ ALTER	 2419241
IF(	 ISAVM(L)





o/ ALTER 286 9 286 FMIIC873
o/ ALTER 306006 FM 110 8 79
e/ ALTER 3179317
ALTER 321021 FMI10883
o/ ALTER 323025 FMI10885
o/ CONTROL COMPRESS=lNgNEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINToSEARCH=LOGC1 FMIT0889
o/ ALTER	 139,13 FMI10890
COMMON	 /,NPITvNPOTtKONSTvNWORKtUSER(60
of ALTER 24 9 24 FMI10892
e/ ALTER	 34934 FMI10894
150 CONTINUE FMI10896
o/ ALTER	 136t136 FMIIC897
ALTER 175t176 FMI10899
o/ ALTER 183PI83 F,*II0902
o/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN P NEWCOMP=OUT,,TEXT=SYSPRINTSEi -R^H=SPCL FMIIC904
e/ CONTROL COMPR-ESS=IN*NEWCOMP=OUTtTEXT=SYSPRINTgSEARCH=EXEQ FMI10905





COMMON NPIT, NPOT9 KONST9 NWORK9 WORK(130001 FMI10907
P'	 •/	 ALTER	 17 FMI10908
1	 TIME = CLOCK (TIME) FMII0909E	 •/	 ALTER	 18.18 FMII0910
50 CALL RDO (NINST9 NUM, WORK) FMII0911
IF	 (	 ISTNO	 1	 555 9	5559	 556 F14110912
j	 556 TIMEP = TIME FMII0913
TIME = CLOCK(TIME) FMI10914
TIMEP = TIME - TIMEP FMYI0915
{	 II =	 ISTNO -	 1 FMII0916
'	 WRITE ( 69	 557)	 11,	 TIMEP FM.II0917
557 FORMAT('
	
ISTNO =	 '9139'	 TIME _	 '9F8.39'	 SECONDS91 FM1I091,8
i	 555 CONTINUE FMII0919
./ ALTER 199 9 199 FMI10920
3300 CALL REWND INUMIN! rmlY0921
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN 9 NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXI'= SYSPRINT9SEARCH = EUTL1 FMII0922
./ ALTER 6 9 6 FMII0923.
i COMMON/IOUNIT/NU(12) FMI10924
COMMON/LOCATE/LONAME( 1293097),LOPOS( 129301 •LOEND!l,12) • FMII0925
1	 LOMAX(12) 9LONUMX(12),MAXOTA F10110926
CALL REWND(NSET) FM1,10927
•/ ALTER 999 FMI10928`
CALL WD1(NSET9[HEAD(I)9[ZER09-NUM9IZER01 FMII0929
•/ ALTER	 11912 FMI10930
! CALL BACKSP(NSET1 FMII0931
' LOEND(NSET)=NU(NSET) FNI10932
DO 16 I=	 1 9 MAXDTA FMI10933
16 LOPOS(NSET,II = IZERO FMI10934
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT9TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL2 -FMI10935
of ALTER	 51P7 FMI 10936"
COMMON/LOCATE/LONAME( 12, 30 9 7) 9 LOPOS( 12,30) 9LOEND( 12) 9 FMI10937
4 1	 =	 LOMAX(12)9LONUMX(12),MAXDTA F141093$
FIND NSET ' LOEND N f )
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN9NEWCOMP=OUT 9 TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH =EUTL3 FMI10940
•/ ALTER 6 FMII0941
COMMON / IOUNIT /NU(121 FMII0942
COMMON/LOCATE/LONAME(.129309719LOPOS( 12 9 30) 9LOEND(121 9 FMI.10943
1	 LOMAX( 121 9LONUMX(121 9 MAXDTA FM110944
./ ALTER 8911 FMtI0945
1 K=NU(NSET) FMI10946
101	 CONTINUE FMII0947'
DO 2 I= 19MAXDTA FMII0948
IF(LOPOS(NSET9I))
	 3 9 394 F141I0949
4	 IF(LOPOS ( NSET9I) •LT•K)
	
GO TO 2 FMI10950
^a•/ ALTER 14 9 15 FMI10951
IF(INAME ( J9IFINDI • NE•LONAME ( NSET 9 I 9 J))	 GO TO 40 FMI10952 €
30 CONTINUE









./ ALTER 21922 FMII0958
K=0 M	 f
F	
}GO TO 101 FM I I09b0
•/ ALTER 24 9 24 FMII0961;
CALL R EWND ( NSET , ) FMI 10962







'	 FIND(NSETILOPOS(NSET9I)1 	 FMII0964
CALL RD4 ` ( NSET,J,KODE , NUM,NAME 9_IMAX , JMAX1 FMII0965
of CONTROL COMPRESS =IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT= ,SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL4	 FMII0966
•'/ ALTER 13,13 FMI 10967
100 CALL RO1 (NSETI, J, CRAP, NUM, WORK) FMi10968
./ ALTER 15,15 FMII0969 r
fCALL WD1 (NSET29 J t CRAP, NUM, WORK)
	
FMI10970
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN.NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH =EUTL5 FMII0971






DO 16 I= 1,MAXDTA FMII0976
IF(LOPOS(NSET,I).EQ•IZEROIGO TO 7 FMI10977
"	 16 CONTINUE	 FMI10973
WRITE (6,191NSET FM110979
.r
19 FORMAT ( ' NO SPACE `IN UNIT I 1 6 9 SEE EUTL5 0 )	 FMI10980
STOP FMI10981
7 DO 8 J=1,7	 FMI10982
8 LONAME(HSET,I,J)=NAMEOI FMI10983
LONUMX(NSET) = MAXO(LONUMX(NSET),Il 	 FMII0984




CALL WD4 ( NSETsIHEAD , IZERO , NINE , NAFIE 9 IMAX,JMAX1 FMIIC987
,,	 •/ CONTROL COMPRESS— IN;NEWCOMP=OUTeTEXt=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL6 	 FMII0988
/ ALTER 6 99	 _ FMI [0989!
COMMON/ IOUNIT/NU( 121 	 FMI10990
§
/LOCAYE
/LOMAX(12),LONUMXt 02oS MAXDTA I
,LOEND(12),1COMMON
FM'II0992
CALL WD1(NSET9ITRAIL KODE,IONE,IZERO) FM1 10993





_LOMAX ( NS FT) = MAXO( ,LOEND(NSET) t LOMAX ( NSETlI: FMII0997
of CONTROL COMPRESS=[N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL7 FMII0998 "	 k
of ALTER 14914 'FM[ 10999 s
100 CALL RO1	 (NSET,	 ICOL, KODE, NUM,	 ITEMP)	 FMII1000.
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUTrTEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL8 FMII1001 a
R•/	 ALTER	 24924	 FMI11002
IF(ITEMP(I)	 .EQ• 0)	 J = J +	 1 FMI 11003
100 CONTINUE FMII1004
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=EUTL9 FMI11005
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=PRNT FMJ11006F	 / - ALTER	 48,48 FMI11007
.'JF( •NOT• FOUND(J)) GO TO 180 FMlI1008
- 175 CONTINUE FyLII1009
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP,=OUT,TE yT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=PRNT11 F`M II1010
•/ ALTER `47:47	 `i %`FMII1011
70 CALL R01 (NSET, J, KODE, NUMBER, WORK) FMIIIO12
ALTER	 87987 ~` FMI 11013
LIMIT =,LINES — LNCTR	 - FMI11014
/ CONTROL COMPRESS = [N,N.EWCOMP-OUT,TEXT= SYSPRINT , SEARCH=IFCN FMI'L1015
•/ ALTER 15915 FMI11016
140 CALL 'R03 (NSET 1, j) FM I I 1D 17
/, ALTER 18918 FMI 11018
150 CALL 105 (INST, NUM, ISTN01 FMIIIO19 
ALTER r

















'%	 8 "X	 +' £'	 ,lf	 Ntu".^






of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN P NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINTtSEARCH=-MADD FMI11022
of ALTER 17917 lFMI11023
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT # TEXT=SYSPRINTvSEARCH=MAODA FMII1025
of ALTER	 39939
of ALTER	 1019101 FMI11028
of ALTER	 120t120 FM111030
IF( oNOTe FOUNDM) GO TO 376 FNIII031
375 CONTINUE FMI11032
of ALTER	 1279127 FMI11033
410 CONTINUE FMIJ1035'
of CONTROL COMPRESS= INPNEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT * SEARCH-MADDAI FMI111036
of ALTER	 11911 FMI11037
of ALTER 23924 FNIII039
150. CALL	 RDI	 (NSET9	 JCOLt KODE t	NUM9	 TEMPI FMI 11041
of ALTER 26 9 26 FMI11042
of ALTER 29 t 29 FMI11044
of CONTROL COMPRESS = INPNEWCOMP=OUTtTEXT=SYSPRINTYSEARCH=MADDI FM111046,
of ALTER 31 9 31 FMII1047
of ALTER	 101 P 101 FM1110491
ol CONTROL COMPRESS=IN # NEWCOMP=OUTiTEXT=SYSPRINTgSEARCH-MAD02 FM
d of ALTER 42942 FMI110521
of ALTER 84984 ---jfMl 11054
250 CALL BACKSP (NSET11 !M-1 11055,
of ALTER 88988 PM111056
of ALTER	 1239123 FMIII058
of ALTER	 1289128 -FMI11060'
of ALTER 1419141 FM 11 1106 2-
FMlIt06Zllof ALTER 152t152
of ALTER 1619161 FMI11066
o/ CONTROL COMPRESS=INPNEWCOMP=OUTtTEXT—SYSPRINTtSEARCH=MAD03 FMI11068
of ALTER 46946 FMIJ-0-69T.
of ALTER 61 # 6r—
of ALTER 75#75 FMI110731
of ALTER 112t112 ul 1077
iI
I CALL WD1	 (IOSPEC, JCOL,	 KODE,	 NUM,	 BULK ( 1,IPOS)) FMI11078
^/ ALTER • 1559155 FMII1079 1
TLO CALL MD1	 (IOSPEC,	 ICOL ( I), KODE,	 NUM, BULKi1 , I)1 FMII1080
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT SEARCH=EMPY FMII1081
of ALTER 15,15 FM[11082
50 CALL REWND (NSET) FMI I1083_
of CONTROL COMPRESS IN,NEWCOMP—OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,'SEARCH=EMPYA FMI11084
./	 ALTER	 1259 1"25 FM I I 108 5
IF(
	
.NOT. FOUND(i)) GO TO 377 FMI11086 b
375 CONT INUE FMI 11087{




•/ ALTER 11 9 11
	 _ 	 _T _--__ 	 _ FMI 11089
CALL RD1 (NSET, JCOL, KODE, NUM, TEMPI FMI11090
of ALTER 23924 FMII1091 (
130 CALL WDI
	
(NSETli JCOL,	 KODE,	 NUM, BULK(1,i11 FMII1092
150 CALL RD1
	
INSET, JCOL, KODE, NUM, 	 TEMPI FMI11093
of ALTER 26,26 FM111094
CALL WD1 (NSET19 JCOL,	 KODE, NUM ! TEMPI FMII1095
of ALTER 29 9 29
 FMI 11096
CALL REWND (NSET1) FMIL1097 r,
* /'CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINTgSEARCH=E^iPY1 FMII1098
•/ ALTER 43,43 FMII1099
85 CALL RD1
	 (NSET29 JCOL, KODE19 NUM, 	 TEMPI
1  ALTER 50,50
FMII1100
FM111101 ur




KODE,	 NUM1 9 	BUK ( 19II1) w_ FMI11102
of 	 ALTER	 55,55 FMI I1 103
IF( KODE	 • EQ•	 00	 NUMB ( Il)	 _ —NUMB ( II1 FMII1104 ;.
1NTINUE FMI11105 r
of ALTER 64 9 64. FMII1106
200 CALL RD1 (NSET2, JCOL, KODE1 9 	NUM,	 TEMPI F MII1107 
of ALTER 182, 182 FMi 1110 9
870 CALL WD1.(IOSPEC9 JCOL, KODE, NUM, TEMP) FMII1109
of ALTER 1849184 FMII1110
900 CALL WD1 (IOSPEC, JCOL, KODEP NUM, 	 BULK( 19 1POS)) FMII1111





ALT F<' 118,118 FMI I1113




(NSETB, J, KODE, NUM,.WORKRI FMII1 116




CALL WD1 (NSETB1,	 J, KODE, NUM,	 WORKRI FMI11118 a
/ ALTER 1259126	 ^ FMI I1119
CALL REWND ( NSETBI) FAT I1120
*/.ALTER  1439144 FMI11121
,355 CALL RD1	 (NSETA t J, KODE,	 NUM, WORKR) FMII1122
CALL WD1 (NSETAI, Jr KODE, NUM,	 WORKRI «FMII1123
• / ALTER 1469146 F M 1 1112 4 f
360 CALL WD1 INSETA2, J, KODE, NUM, WORKR) FMII1125
of ALTER 148 9 149	
^u-_•..^ ._
FMI 11 126
CALL REWND INSETAl/ FMI11127
of ALTER 1519 152 	 - FM I I 1 128
CALL REWND (NSETA21	 ^_^_— FMI11129—
of ALTER 1839183	 -	 — FMI11130 }
CALL REWND ( NSETA)	
-
FMI11131
of ALTER	 195 195 - FMI11132
IF(	 *NOT * FOUND ( I 11 GO TO	 1030` FMI11133
1020 CONTINUE FMI11134 r
i
a
of CONTROL COMPRESS=lN t NEWCOMP=OUTTEXT=SYSPRINT t SEARCH=TMPYI FMIII'135
of ALTER	 11 9 11 FMII1136
20 CALL	 RD1	 (NSETB t 	 Jq KODEv NUM•	 I TR A SH) FMI 11137
of ALTER 31 9 31 FMIJI138
100 CALL
	 BACKSP (NSETB) FMI11139
•f CONTROL COMPRESS = INPNEWCOMP =OUToTEXT= SYSPRINT t SEARCH=TMPY2 FMI11140
of ALTER	 14,14 FMI11141
20 CALL RD1	 (NSETA, JCOL 9	 KODEt	 NUM,	 Al FMI11142
of ALTER 59 9 59 FMI11143
190 CALL WDI	 (NSETC9	 JCOL? KODE9 NUMC 9 C(I i Jil FMIII144
of CONTROL COMPRESS = lNvNEWCOMP=OUTvTEXT = SYSPR 'INTtSEARCH M TMPY3 FK111145
of ALTER	 14 9 14 FN111146
10 CALL	 RD1	 (NSETAv
	
Jv	 KODE t NUM,	 181 FN111147
of ALTER 3303 FM I ll 148
100 CALL BACKSP ( NSETA) FMII,1149
of ALTER 36936 FMIII150
CALL REWND (NSETAIJ FM111151-
4 ALTER 40940 FMII1152
CALL REWND ( NSETA2) FNIII153
of ALTER 53 9 53 FMII1154,
CALL WDI (NSETA 19 J 9 KODE 9 NUM, IMIM FMII1155•
o
f ALTER 55 9 55 FMIII156
150 CALL WDI	 (NSETA21 J i KODE• NUM,	 IMIXI) FM I11157
of CONTROL COMPRESS = INPNEWCOMP = OUTtTEXT= SYSPRINTvSEARCH=TMPY4 FM111158'
of ALTER	 12912 FMII1159'r
CALL REll	 (NSETB Y





1	 0 C ALL	 W 
DI	 (N	
9	 C)J C	 UM








	 N NE	 = SYSPRI4T ,^vSEARCH=MUL T
OUT 
T EXT FMI11163
of ALTER	 117,117 F141 11 164
320 CALL REWND (NSET811 F Mil 116 5,
of ALTER
	 1199119 FM 111166'
330 CALL	 RD1	 (NSETBt	 Jv	 KODE P NUM Y .WORKRI F14111167:
of ALTER 1219121 FM[11168'
CALL WDI	 (NSETBl t J9	 KODE * NUM,	 WORKR)
of ALTER 1249 125 FMI 11170
CALL REWND ( NSETBlJ FMIII171
of ALTER 142PI43 FRI 1117 2
35 5 CAL .A-	 RD 	 (NSETA t 	 J 9	 KODE P 	 N U M P	 WOR KR I l 11173(FM i
CALL WD1	 (NSETAIr J t
 KODE 9 NUM,	 WORKR) "- 'FMI11174
of ALTER	 1459145
360 CALL WDI	 (NSETA29 J 9 KODE P NUM,	 WORKRI FMI11176
of ALTER 147,148 FMI11 177
CALL REWND ( NSETAI 'l F9111178
of ALTER 150,151 '77 FRI If IT9
CAL L 	 REWND I k i CC TA 1I im rVA A & LOU
of ALTER 182 , 182 FMIII181
CALL REWND MSETA) FMI11182
of ALTER	 194,194 FMII1183"
IF( •NOT • FOUNDM) GO TO 1030 FMIIII84,
1026- CONTINUE FRI r=
of CONTROL COMPRESS=lNtNEWCOMP=OUTPTEXT=SYSPRINTvSEARCH =MUtTI FMIIII86
•I ALTER	 lI t Il F	 111187
20 CALL RD1	 (NSETB 9 	Jv KODE v 40M,	 ITRASH) Fm iliss
of ALTER 31 9 31 FM 11 89







e/ ALTER 1`4914	 FM 111192
20 CALL R01
	 (NSETAt> JCOL9 KODE# NUM, Al 	 FMII1193
•/	 ALTER	 26926	 FMI11194
IF	 (.IB ( I)	 eEO.	 JCOL	 1	 GO	 TO 60	 _ 	 FMII1195	 x
5o CONTINUE
	 fMI11196








•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = INSNEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT= SYSPR -INTtSEARCH=MULT3	 FMII1199
1.	 s/ ALTER 14914	 fMII1200
'	 10 CALL RD1
	
INSETA,	 Jo KODE9 NUMB
	
IBI	 FMII1201
of ALTER 33 9.33	 FMI11202
100 CALL BACKSP (NSETA)
	 FMII1203'
f
e/ ALTER 36 9 36	 FM i I 1204
CALL REWND (NSETAI)
	 -	 FMII1205
e/ ALTER 40940	 FMII1206	 ,,	 p
,,	 CALL REWND (NSETA2)
	 FMI11207
e/", ALTER 53 9 53	 FMI11208
CALL W01	 (NSETA1e
	
J9	 KODE# NUM9	 IA(IXI)	 FM111209
e/- ALTER. 55 9 55	 FMII1210
150 CALL WDI	 (NSETA29 J9 KODE9 NUM9	 IA ( IX) 1	 FMI I121 1
* /
.
CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT#TEXT=SYSPRINT t SEARCH=MULT4	 FMII1212
•/ ALTER 12912	 __	 _	 FMII1213
CALL RD1
	 (NSETB9	 JCOL t KODEt
	
NUMB - B)	 FMI11214
•/ nLTER '50950 	 FMI11215





1	 / CONTROL COMPRESS=IN#NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH=SMPY 	 FM111217









320 CONTINUE 	 FMI I 1221
'	 -	 •/ ALTER	 76 9 76^^	 FMII1222
CALL REM,ND (NSET1 .^
	 FM:II1223	 n








:/ ALTER 9000	 FMII1226
" 370 CALL RD1 (NSET19 JCOL # KODE 9 NUM#	 [WORK! 
	 FMI11227
.`	 o/	 AL TER	 9 29 9 2	 FMII1229 .	 G
CALL WD1 (NSET9 JCOL9 KODE9 NUM,	 IWORK)
	 fMI11229
./ ALTER 95 9 95	 FMI11230
CALL REWND INSET!
	 FMII1231	 f
`	 e/	 ALTER	 106t 146	 —~	 FMI I 1232
E	 4410„ CONTINUE°^	
FOUND( . I ! 1	 G0 TO 420	
FMI I1234
_	 FMI [1233
_ •/ `CONTROL COMPRESS= IN#NEWGGOMP=OUT9TEXT=SYSPRIN'T # SEARCH=SMPYAI
	
FMI11235
•/ ALTER ,-595	 FMI11236
CALL RD1
	
(NSET #	ICOL9 KODE 9	NUMB # WORK) 	 y,M111237
./ CONTROL COIPRESS=IN9NEWCOMP^OUT#TEXT=SYSPRINT t SEARCH=SMPY1
	
r FMI11238
!,•	 ALTER 24#24 	 _ _	 FMII1239
CALL- WD1	 (10' PECP
	
ICOL (I ) •,,, KODE #	 NUMB ( I)9
	
WORK(NUMF 1
	 FMI 11240i/ ALTER- 31# 31	 FM I11241
`	 f	 CALL,-_RD1
	




•/, ALTER 3606 	 FMII1243




`•/ CONTROL COMPRESS-^INeNEWCOMP=O,UTvTEXT=SYSPRINT#SEAR CH=POWR	 _	 FMII1245
'	
o	 1 ALTER 46946	 FMI11246
CALL7 BACKSP (NSETI)
	 FM'I11247




,. _.,	 _	 a	 -. n.^^.'iii'4^,^S`a^u^ti..^.^....ci.,...,...a...,..._:..^.._,.,... i.......•.^	 -%	 ._......i....s^ .	 _......,-._.w.	 ° a..._-:	 _... e	 .
iiEJ
:'1	 y
CALL REWND (NSET) FMI11249
./ ALTER 54954 FMI 11250
110 CALL RDI
	 ( NSETI,	 J, KODE, NUM,	 WORKR) FA111251
JIALTER 63.63	 _ 1, FMI 11252
150 CALL WD1
	
(NSETO•	 J,	 KODE,	 NUM.	 WORKR) FMII1253




CALL	 REWND	 tfvSETXI FMII1256
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=TRAN1 FMI1125T
r:. of ALTER 9 9 9 FMII1258
10 CALL	 RD1	 (NSETI, J,
	
KODE,	 NUM, -1TEMP) FMII1259
•/ ALTER 24924 FMII1260
' 100 CALL BACKSP (NSETII FMI,I1261
{ of ALTER 26927 FMII1262
CALL REWND ( NSET1) FMII1263
CALL REWND (NSET2) FMI11264




J,	 KODE, 'NUM,	 IWORKR ( IX)1	 '' FMI11266
of ALTER 42,42 FMII1267
190 CALL Wnl
	 (NSET2 9 	J, KODE,	 NUM,	 IWORKR(IX)1 FMI11268
of ALTER 44945 FMI11269
250 CALL RD1
	 (NSETI,	 J, KODE,	 NUM,	 ITEMP) FMII1270_
CALL WD1 (NSETI, J, KODE, NUM,	 ITEMP!
	 ^y FMI11271
of ALTER 47947 FMII1272`_
290 CALL W01 (NSET29 J, KODE, NUM, ITEMP) FMII1273
./'ALTER 50,53 FMLI1274
500 CALL REWND (NSET1) FMII12 5
CALL REWND (NSET2) FMI11276
. of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT.SEARCH=TRAN2 ,,	 FMII1277
of ALTER 13w 13 FMI 11278
20 CALL RD1
	 (NSET, J, KODE, NUM,	 TEMPI FMII1279
•/' ALTER 45,45 FM111280
230 C LL WD1
	 (NSETOP J • KO	 ,	 NUM,	 WO K	 ,
of CONTROL COM 'PRESS = [ N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT = SYSPRINT , SEARCH=TRAN3 FMII1282
of ALTER 41941 FMI11283
190 CALL WD1
	
(NSETI], ^, KODE, NUM, TEMP) FMI'I1284
of
_	 _
CONTROL COMPRESS = INtNEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT= SYSPRIMT , SEARCH=INVT 
_.Y
FMII1285
of ALTER 51951 FMII1286
CALL REWND (MSCR 11





( INSETI, KCO, KCOM, NUM, 	 WKR) FMII1289
of ALTER 65965 FMI11290
CALL WD6	 tMSCRl,	 IEQ,	 WKR,	 IMXI	 ^ MI11291 .;
of _ALTER 77 9 78 F.MIL1292
CALL REWND	 MSCR1	 I
of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT , SEARCH=INVT1 FMII1294
of ALTER 58,58 FMII1295
CALL REWND tKTAPE)
	 - FMII1296
of ALTER 63 t 63 FMI 1"-129
CALL REWND ( MATXIN) FMII1298{
*/-ALTER 03903
137 CALL. RD6	 (MATXIN,	 KOLL,	 COLt 1,J1,	 IMAX) FMII1300
of ALTER 98.99 M I
CALL REWND ( MATX I N 1 FMI I 1302
CALL REWND IMATXOT) FMI'11303
off ALTER 1079 107 -FMlI11304









`	 •/	 ALTER	 132. 132 _--FMH 13rC6











.,	 ......._ _ CALL_ R_EWND^(MATXIN)_ 	 _ FMI [ 1309
CALL REWND IMATXOTf FMI11310
147. 147 FMI 1131 1
CALL	 WD6	 (KTAPE,	 KOLL,	 COL(1.11,	 IMAX) FM1I1312
•/	 ALTER	 1509151	
_._..__..
 FM I I1313
CALL	 REWND	 (KTAPE) FMII1314
•/ ALTER	 196 1 196 FMII1315
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN9	 KOLL,	 6OL(1,LG0P2)•
	
IMAX) FMII1316	 N
_,_ •/^hITER	 253, 25_5-" FMI [ 1317
1160 CALL BACKSP	 (MATXIN) FMI11318
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN,_ KOLL,	 COL(1,LOOP21,	 IMAX) FM[ 11319





•/ ALTER_ 2669 268 FMI 11321
1170 CALL REWND	 (MATXIN) FMI11322
CALL REWND (NSCR) F M I 11323
of-ALTER	 291.292	 ,- FMII1324
1903 CALL REWND	 (NSCR) 
_	
__..FMYI1325
•/ ALTER 305005 FM I 1132 5
CALL	 RD6	 (NSCR,	 KOLL,
	 TREJ,	 TMAX) FMI11327
•/	 ALTER 09311 FMI [ 1.32(1
_	 100 CALL WD6 (MATXOT•	 KOLL, ^TRE J,	 IMAX)
-
FM I T 1329
1920	 CALL ' ^ tl_"l"ND	 (NSCR 1 FMI 11333
•/	 ALTER	 31 iLo.3. 'S FMII1331






/ ALTER 320,320 FMI11333
1930 CALL WD6.(MATXOT9	 KOLL 9
	TREJ,	 IMAX) FMI[1334;,	 I
ALTER_322.323_ 
..-_ .._sI
	 _.	 _. _	
_
FM I I 1335
1940 CALL	 REWND IMATXIN) FMTI1336
-	
e/	 ALTER	 3-27, 327---__.. -	 FM I I 13_3 7
-CALL REWND (MATXOT). ^._. FMIT1338
ALTER -329j329 FM111339







_	 FMI 11 :341
-	 1950 CA-;L	 WD6	 (NSCR,	 KULL,	 TREJ•	 IMAX) FMII1342
CALL REWND	 (NSCR) FMII1343
•/ ALTER 3409340	 - FMII1344




'_Y5•/ ALTER	 3.353 FM I I 1346
CALL	 RD6	 (KTAPE•	 KOLL•
	
COL(19119	 [MAX) FMIT1347






	[NUM,	 C 0 L	 2, 1) FM'TI1349
e/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=tIUIT,TEX,T=SYSPRI114T , SEARCH=INVT11 FMII1350
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN, NEWCOMP=DIET, TE -XT=SYSPR [ NT• SEARCH=SEQ'E FMiI [ 135 1
-	
./ ALTER	 55.55 FM1I1352




•/-ALTER	 68968	 :, FMIL1354
CALL	 RD1







•/ ALTER 74974	 - FM,T 11356
CALL	 WD6	 (MSCR19	 IEQ,	 KCDF,,-TMX) FM111357
•!, ALTER	 77t77	 - FMI 11358
;.CALL	 WD6	 ( M'SCR1,
	
IEQ,	 WKR,	 IMXF 
	 _ ,.. FMT I1359
•/	 ALTER' 89990 FMI 1^1361
CALL REWND `(MSCR11










, _137 CALL_ RD6	 (MATXIN•	 KOLLt	 COL(19J) •
	
IMAX1
•/	 ALTER	 11019102 
	 _._.._._.w.	 _	 _.....
CALL REWND	 ( MATXIN)	 _ 	 _	  
CALL	 REWND	 (MATXOT)
	 - M ' ^ -'—-^
of	 ALTER	 1109110
210 CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN,	 JJM 9 COL(19J ) r	 IMAXI	 —^ 
•/	 ALTE R 	 1349134	 _ _	 _






















1	 •/ ALTER	 1679167	 , 	 Y	 FM111377
j 340 CALL	 RD6	 (KTAPE, KOLL, COL('19J) 9 	 IMAX) FMI I1378
of	 ALTER	 1739173	 - FMI11379
3_80 CALL W06	 ( MATXOT9	 KOL29
	
COL(19N1 9 	IMAX) FMII1380
of
	
ALTER	 176v179 — fMII1381
E CALL REWND	 (NSCR1 fMII1382_
CALL REWND ( KTAPE) 	 — FMI I1.383
GALL REWND (MATXOT) FMI11384
•!	 AL-TER 227,227 FMI11385
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN • 	KOLL9
	
COL(1,LOOP2 ) 9	 IMAX) FMII1386
of	 ALTER	 284.286	 --	 __. .. __ _---	 FMI11387
1160 CALL	 BACKSP	 (MATXIN) fMII1388_




CALL	 WD6	 ( NSCR9	 KOLL 9
 COL(19LOOP2),	 IMAXI FMII1390
•/'	 ALTER	 297 9 299	 ^,	 ^^ F M [ 11391




CALL REWND	 (NSCR)	 -^^--_
	
- -  FMI I1393
•/	 ALTER 322 9 323 FMI L1394_
1903 CALL REWND (NSCR 1 FMI I1395








of ALTER 341 9 342 FMII1399
^
_
1910	 CALL	 WD6	 (MATXOT,	 KOLL,	 TREJ•	 IMAX)^—^___-..___a,.--	 -- FMII1399
19`20 CALL REWND	 (NSCRI FMII1400
of ALTER 346,346	 —	 - 	 '_- FMII	 401
-
-J	 CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN,
	
KOLL,	 TREJ9	 IMAX)




	ALTER 3519351 --_ FMII1403
j 1930 CALL WD6	 (MATXOT 9	KOLL9 >,TREJ9
	
LMAX ) FMII1404
T of	 ALTER	 353 9 354	
—_._.._. —._._.__,_
	 _ . __-	 ____..	 . _-_	 ...-_.__.
—.FM-'fI4^,-5 7





of ALTER 360936G FMII1409
CALL	 RD6	 ( KTAPE,	 KULL,	 TREJ9	 IMAX)	
_.__	 ^._ FMI11410
• / ; ALTER	 362064	 ---•-_	




1950 CALL	 WD6	 (NSCR9	 KOLL9	 TR°EJ9
	
I?MAX) FMI11412_	 _




CALL REWND	 (NSCR ) .__.	 FMI I1415
of ALTER 384.384 0,MII1416;





ALTER 3919 391 
- FM I L1418











of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP =OUT S TEXT=SYSPRINTtSEARCH=SEQE11 FMII1420
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT , SEARCH=SEQI FMI11421
,•/ ALTER 18.18 FMII1422
CALL REWND (MSCR) FMIT1423
•'/ ALTER	 28928 FMI11424
M CALL RD1
	
( MSIN19 KCOL9	 KCOM 9
	NUM, WORKR) FMII1425
/' ALTER 35.36 FMI11426
10 CALL WD7 (MSCR, WORKR9 	 INUM) FMII1427
CALL REWND (MSCR) FMII1428
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN9NEWCOMP=OUT 9 TEiT- SYSPRINTPSEARCH=SEQ119 * FMII1429
`	 / NAME=SEQI1	 _ FMI I1430
•/ ALTER 17.17 FMI11431
CALL REWND (MTEMP) ^^	 FMII1432
*/'ALTER 44944 FMII1433
CALL RD1
	 (MSIN29 KCOL9	 KCOM 9
	NUM9 COLT FMII1434







•/ ALTER 85.85 FMII1437
CALL RV	 COL,	 IMAXIIINSCR19 0M111438
./ ALTER	 117,117 FMII1439_
CALL REWND (NSCR1) FMII1440
•/' ALTER	 1219121 FMI 11441__




CALL REWND (MTEMP) FMI11444
./ ALTER	 1299130	 - FMI11445
CALL RD7 (f4TEMP9	 COLS	 IMAX) FM111446
2100 CALL WD1 (MSOT '9	 IOUT9 KOMP 9
	IMAX, COL! FMI 11447
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN9NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SE4RCH=STRC FMI11448
•/ ALTER 58.58 PM111449
CALL REWND (MSCR11 FMI11450
o/ ALTER 71971 FMII1451
CALL	 RD1
	
(INSETI, K.CO9	 KCOM 9 	NUM,	 WKR) FMI.I1452
,/ ALTER 74974 FMII1453
CALL WD6 (MSCR19
	 IEQ9 WKR9	 IMX) FMII1454
•/ ALTER 86987
 FMII1455
CALL REWND (MSCR11 FMI11456.
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN9NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT= SYSPRINT , SEARCH=STRC1 FMI'I1457
i/ ALTER 7.3973 FMI11458
CALL RD9 (IWAT 9
 KC09 KCOMe NUM,	 WAI T(IWI I
 
F MI11459
•/ ALTER 949`94 FMI I1460
CALL REWND (MATXIN) F MI 11461
/ ALTER	 1149114 FMI I1462




COL(19J ) ► 	I-MAX)' FMII1463
•/ ALTER	 129#130 FMI11464
" CALL REWND ( MATXIN) FMII1465
CALL REW14D (MATXOTI
	 V-+ 	 --^ FMI I1466
9/ ALTER 1389138 FMII146 7_
210 CALL	 RD6'(MATXIN 9 	JJM 9 COL(19J)9
	
IMAX1 FMI,I1468
/ ' ALTER	 164 . 1(54 FMI 11469













I`	 —	 ^.4^ FMII1474
„ 340 CALL RD6'j,)AK TAPE 9 KVLL9 CC1L( 19J19
	
IMAX):	 __ ^ i FMI11475•/










^	 a	 ^ -.-..
	 l	
r_.	
l 	 t t
3;< y	 a" ^	 1 emu. • ^ ' _.r +	 ^	 " f^	 ''	
.y
nr
s380 CALL	 WD6	 (MATXOT,	 K0L2,.COL(1,N) 9 	IMAX) FMII1477 1`
•/ ALTER 2069209 FMII1478
CALL REWND (NSCRI
	 FMI11479
:CALL REWND (KTAPE ) 
	 _ ^._., ...._...^_. FMI I1480









./	 ALTER 3149316 FMI11484_
1160 CALL	 BACKSP	 ( MATXINI	 FMII1485
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN, KOLL,
	 COL(1 9 LOOP21,	 IMAX) FMII1486_






•/	 ALTER 3269328 FM•I 11488_
1170 CALL REWND (MATXIN)
 FMI11489
CALL REWND	 (NSCR) FMI11490 }
•/	 ALTER	 355 9 356	 FMI I1491
1903 CALL REWND (NSCR) FMII1492
•/ ALTER 369069	 —	 `l	 — FM''I I1493
CALL	 RD6	 (NSCR,	 KOLL,	 TREJ,	 IMAX) FM'1I1494
./ ALTER 3749375 FM'I I1495
1910 CALL WD6	 (MATXOT,	 KOLL, TREJ,
	
IMAX) FM ' II1496
1920 CALL REWND (NSCR) 	 FMI 11497
•/ ALTER 379079 FMII1498
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN,	 KOLL, _ TR.EJ.,
	
MAX) M —I^499
•/ ALTER 384,384 fMII1500








./ ALTER 3869387 fMI11502
1940 CALL REWND ( MATXIN)	 FMI11503 
9/ ALTER	 3919391 FMI11504
-^
_
CALL REWND ( MATXOTI ^ 	— 4 FMII1-505'
•/ ALTER 3939393 FMII1506 ^
CALL RD6	 ( KTAPE, KOLL • 	TREJ • 	IMAXt —	 FMII1507
•/' ALTER 395t397 fM1 I1508
1950 CALL WD6	 (NSCR, KOLL,	 TREJ 9	[MAX)	 FMI 11 50T
CALL REWND (NSCRI FM1I1510
i •/ ALTER 4049404	 —	
_-- -- -- FMI I1511
	
ICALL REWND ( NSCR) FMII1512
./ ALTER 4229423
 FMII1.513
CALL REWND (NSCR) FM111514
•/ ALTER 4339434	 FMII1 515
CALL	 RD6	 (MATXIN,	 KOLL,	 COL(1911 9 	IMAX)
 FMIT1516
2500 CALL WD6 (NSCR, KOLL, COL(191)9
	
IMAX) FM111517
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=STRC11 FMII1518




•/ ALTER 49949 FMII1520
CALL	 RD6	 (MFX,	 IB5 9
	COL2,	 IMAX)	 FFM t11521
./ ALTER 60 9 60 FMI11522
c
_
CALL WD1 (MOT1 9 	IFX,	 KOMP,	 INUM,	 COL1)
	 FMII1523
•/ ALTER 66 9 66 FMI11524




•/ ALTER 76 9 76 FMI11526
CALL WD1	 (MOT29
	
I 09 KOMP,	 IRUMt COLD
	 FMI11527
/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUTrTEXT- SYSPR ,INT,SEARCH-EIGN FMI11528
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS = INrNEWC1]M =0U r EX _ Y3`i 	 INTvS	 jk'C—H=EIGNI FMITMT
•/ ALTER	 40.40 FMI11530
I EQ =	 I EQ	 -_ M	 13
•/ ALTER 94 9 94 FMII1532












4•/ ALTER 270, 270 FM I I 1534 ^ r`
! CALL WDI	 (MOTl,	 IFO,	 KOMP,	 NEIG,	 VALU) FMTI1535
/
_.
ALTER	 382 9 382 FMI11536
_..._.	 _..
.530 CALL _WD1 _(MOT2 t 	IFO,	 KOMP,	 N,	 VI
_..
FM.II1537
•/ALTER 424 9 424 FMI[1538
CALL WDI_ ( M OT2,	 IFO,	 KOMP,	 N,__V) ^
	 ._...
FMI[1.539 .a





2	 1	 Ml	 —	 AV2	







•/ ALTER 64,64 FMI11544




ERROR	 1	 GO TO 400 FM I I 1547 A
230 CONTINUE. FM 111548 _
_..._
.,/ ALTER 80 9 8 0
	_	 fl FMI11549
^-R01250^ CALL	 (NSET1,	 J,	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WORKR) FMII1550




(NSET3,	 J•	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WORKR) FMI11552
AL T ER 84 9 84	 _ FM I 11553
260 CALL	 RD1	 (NSET2,	 J,	 KODE,
	
NUM,	 WORKR) FMI11554
_9/ ALTER 87, 97 FM I I1555 {_
CALL	 WO1
	 (NSET3,	 J1,KilnE,	 NUM,	 WORKR) FMI11555
_..^_! /.,.ALTER _91991 _ FMI I1557300 CALL	 RD1	 (NS; T1,
	
J,	 KODE•	 NUM,	 WORKR) FMLI15'59
./ ALTER 9 6,96 FMII1559
CALL WDI	 (NSET3,	 J,	 KOOE,	 NUM,	 WORKR)
	 ,, FMI11560 }
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=[N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRIN'T,SEARCH=ENVR FMII1561
•% ^ ALTER
..
17r,17 FMI I 150
r ^^ ___100 CALL	 RD1( INSPEC,	 J,	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WhftKR1 FMI I1563
/ ALTER	 29,29 FM 11156,11-
130 CALL	 RD1	 (INSPEC,
	 J,	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WURKR) FMII1565
_ •/ ALTER	 3707  FMI11566
. IF_(_WORKR(L)	 •LT_.	 WORKR(K_()	 WORKR(K)	 _	 WORKRIII fMII1567
150 CONTINUE FMII1568 3
«/ AL T FR	 66966	
.^	 _ 	 __. FM I I 1569 _'	 a
CALL WD1
	
(IOSPEC,	 J•	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WORKR(K)) FMI11570
1t CONTROL CnMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRIN'T,SEAR.CH=ENVC FMII1571
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=[N,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,.S,EARCH=ENVC1 FM111572
___ :.,/ ALTER_ 1_5t_L, 5	 _ FMI 11573
20 CALL	 RD1	 (NSET1,	 J',	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WORK) FMI11574
ALTER .. 46L46
	_— _._	 __...._ 	 ....
FMI 11575 e
f C4LL^ WD2	 (NSET2,
	 L,	 LZF.RO•	 ITWOt 	TMAX(L.),	 TMINW) FMI11575 .'
l _ ^•/ CONTROL COMPRES.S = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPR[NT,SEARCH=DIAG FMII1577
o/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=DIAGI FMII1573
•/_ . AL_TERr_12, 12 FMI11579
CALL RD1	 (NSET1v
	
J,	 KODE,	 NUM,	 WORK) FMI11530 s
:/ ALTER	 38. 3_3.
	 _	 _ _.:....	
_	 --
F111 I 1581




IUNE,	 ITW,0 9 	 BWORK(K),	 JW, ORK(K+1)>) FMII1582
•/ ALTER 46,46 FMI11583
` CALL	 tt01	 (NSET1,	 J,	 KODE,	 `^_UM,	 WURK) F MII1584 z
` ti, •/ ALTER 57 9 57 FM_I 11
.
5 8 5 k
CALL	 RD1	 (NSET19	 Jr KOD	 NUM,	 WORK) FMI11586
c____r•/._ALTER 65,65 	 _.__:.._	 ..	 .. FMI I1587
2.90 CALL	 W02	 (NSET2,	 4WORK,(K+1),	 IONE,	 ITWO	 BWORK(K),	 JWORK(K+1)'1 FMI11588
,_• /MCON_TROL COMPRESS=IN•NEWCOMP = OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT , SEARCH = NAME FMI 115 89











CALL REWND	 (NSETS 1 FMI L1591if •/ ALTER	 42942 FMI11592 0
CALL REWND (NSETS) FM[I1593
•/ CONTROL	
-	
S	 ^	 SEARCH= N,AME1,IN ,NEWC OMP , OUT, TEXT=S;;SPRINT_	 , COMPRESS- FM I I1 59 4ALTER	 14, 14 	 ';: ..,	 ..	 " FMiI1595
CAL L 	 RD 1 	 N SETI,	 J,	 KO Df_,	 NU_M.	 TEMP)_( E' II1596
•/ ALTE
_




(NSETS,	 J,	 KODE9	 NUM,	 WORKR(K)`) FMtI1598
•/ A ER 51#51 FMI-11599




NUM,	 TEMPI	 __RD1 FMI 11600
•/ ALTER 57 9 57 FMI11601
21 5 CALL W01	 ( N SETSr
	
J,	 KODEr NUM•	 TEMP)	 _ FMII 1602_
v./ CONTROL CQ^IPRESS=INeNENCOMP=(^UT i TEXT-S YSF^RINT^SEA^2CH=US01 ^y FM.1116-3
• / ALTER	 1 FM'.' x,160 4
COMMON/lOUNIT/ NU(12) 
	 "' *'FMII1605
I ./ ALTER _33 935 F4111606
FIND	 (IST 1' 1)	 _	 - FMt [1667
_..__.
_FIND	 1)_( I ST2' FMI11 608
FIND -(IST3' 11 FMII1609
s
./ ALTER	 122.124 F011610
1000	 FIND	 (IST1 1 1) FMI 11611 °-
FIN D 	 ( I S_T 2' 1 1 FMI 11612'
FIND	 (IST3' 11 FMII1613
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN9NEWCUMP =OUT9TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH = SRT FMI11614
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN,NEWCUMP = OUT,TE'XT S.YSPRINT9SEARCH=VECT ~FMII1615
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN9NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH=COORD. FMII1 616
•/ ALTER 6 FMI'11617






	 (IT AP E'NU(ITAPE))	 KNT 9	 (ND(I)9(ADC(19J19J= 1931t:I::= 19KNT) FMII1'620
° •/ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT9SEARCH=VECRO FMIII621
F •/ ALTER 5 FMI11622
x COMMON/I011NIT/
	
NU(12) 	 _...._ -_	 FM[ 1	 623
ALTER
	
11.8, 118 _ 	
,__ FMI L1624! `JWRITE	 (ITAPE'N11(ITAPE))	 NVEC,	 NAME,-	 (-AK('J) 9
	
=	 193i FMI I1625
T _ 4_ •/ CONTROL_ COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=HARRO PML11626
s/ ALTER 6 FMI11627
v
COMMON/IOUNIT/ NU(121 FMI11629
•/ ALTER	 1479149 FMI11629
WRITE	 (IST3'NU(I ST31 1	 MD9K,(AK(J)94=1,101,((D(I,J), 1= 1,MD)J= 19MD)FM_II1630
1	 9	 (NAME(J),J=19K) FMI11631
WRITE	 (ISTl V NU(IST1))
	
MT ,(ND(J) 9 (DFOR(I,,J19I=1 9 3),	 J=1,MT) -FM1I1632
•/ ALTER 152, 152 -`	 °-#144I1633
WRITE	 (IST1'NU(IST111
	 MT,(ND(J)r(DFOR( I,J)9I = 193) , 9 	 J=NI,NL) FM[ 11634
•/ ALTER	 1629l62 FMI'I1635
WRIT E 	( IST2 'NU( IST21)	 MR, (ND (JI,(UFt]R{I 9J19[ =1931 9	 J=N19N21 FMI11636
° / ALTER 165,165 FMI11637
WRI TE 	 (IST2'NU(IST2))	 MR9(ND( J1 9 (DFOR(1 9 JI,1	 193)9
	
J=N19N2) FMII1638
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN, NEWCOMP=OUT, TEXT i SYS -A-1110-1 SEARCH=PANRU FMII1639
•/ ALTER 6 F
COMM	 N	 OUN	 NU	 _.,.__., .. ,. _ _w______ M7_H 641c
^./ ALTER	 1889188 FMI11642
WRITE






420 WRITE	 (IST1'NU( IST1)1
	
L,	 N- ID(1,11,( b(J,I),J
	 1,3i FM[11645
•/ ALTER 2349237 FMII1646
550
	
FIND	 ( I S'T2 9
 1)
	
_.------•--•--__._^___... ^.,.__ __ ....^ .>....,-._




FIND ( IST3' 1) FMII1648
of ALTER 2429243 FMII1649
555 FIND	 (IST1 9 1) FMII1650 
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN9NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT-SYSPRINT9SEARCH=P SORT^. FMII1651
•'/ ALTER 5 FMI11652
COMMON/IOUNIT/ NU(.121 FMII1653
•;/ ALTER 31 9 31 FMI L1654
FIND	 (IT^1) FMII1655
•/ ALTER 42942 FMII1656
FIND , ( IST2 ' 1) FMII1657
of ALTER 45 9 46 FMII1658
FIND	 (IST1' 1) FMI11659
of ALTER 70 9 71	 -° FMI11660
130 FIND (IST2 • 11 FMI11661
of ALTER 74974 FMIT1662
FIND	 (IST1'11 FMII1663
of ALTER 84 9 84 FMI11 664 	 i
160 FIND (IST2 1 11 FMI.I1665	 i
•/' ALTER 88,89 FMI 11666r
FIND	 (IST1	 1) FMI11667 1
of ALTER 96996	 r jr FMI 11668
FIND (IST1	 1) FMII1669
of ALTER 1149117 fMII1670




( IT2' 11 FMI I1672
o f CONTROL COMPRESS = IN9NEWCOMP = OUTsTEXT= SYSPRINT9SEARCH= TRD FMII1673	 I
of ALTER 5 FMIL1674
' COMMON / ICUNIT / -NU( 12)	 _	 ^_:.^ –^ FMI I1675
-41 ALTER 696 FMII1676
10 READ _ ( ITAPETNU( ITAPE))	 N,(ID(J) 9(D(19J! L I=1931 9 J= 19N)^ FMI11677
of ALTER., 1898 FMII1678
FIN6' ( ITAPE'NU( ITAPE) - 1) FMII1679
•/ CONTROL COMPRESS =I N P NEWCOMP=OUT 9 TEXT= SYSPRINT9SEARCH =TRDW FM'II1680	 a
of ALTER 5	 ^.._ FM'II1681
COMMON / IOUNI T / NU( 121 F III I 1682	 {
" of ALTER 7 9 T FMII1683
100 READ	 ( ITR'NU( ITR,)1	 M9(NB(J19 ( B(K9J) 9K=1#3) 9J=1,M! FMII1684
•/ ALTER 9 9 9 FM3I1685	 i
WRITE	 ( ITW'NU ( ITWI)	 Mt ( NB(J19 ( B(K9J) tK=193) 9J=19M) FMI11686	 I
of ALTER 12,12 ^FMII1687
-
_
200 READ	 ( ITR'NU(ITR) 1* K19K29K39M9 ( NB(J1 r ( B(L9J1 •L= 193) 9 J=19M) FMI 11688
. of ALTER 14.14'	
__^  FMI 11689
WRITE	 ( ITW'NU ( ITWI)	 KI P K2 , K39M', ( NB(J) 9 ( B(LrJ19L =193) 9J = 19M) FMII1690
at CONTROL COMPRESS=IN9NEWCOMP=OUT, TEXT=S YSPRINT9SEARCH=WRT FMT 11691
of ALTER b FMII1692	 I
COMMON/IOUNIT/ NU(12) FMI11693	 !
of ALTER 22,22 FMI I1694	 s
WRITE	 (ITAPE ' NU(ITAPE)I
	




of CONTROL COMPRESS = IN9N ' EWCOMP=OUTp F (T=SYSPRINT , SEARCH = S?RT FMII1697	 t
•/ ALTER T FMI11698
COMM'ON/IOUNIT/ ',N+J(12) 
	
, —_ FMI L1699	 3
• / AL TER	 16.16 FM I I 1700
50 READ ( ITR'NU ( ITRI) NS , NR9NRECvKR9 ( NB'(J) 9(B(KPJ) ,9K=193) , J=19KR1 __FMII1701
of ALTER,. 37937 'FMIL1702
WRITE	 ( ITW I NU ( ITW)1 NS NR 9 NREC9KR"•9(NB(Jl9(B(K9J) 9 K=19319J= 19KR1 FMII1703












READ	 (ITR'NU(ITR))	 NS,NR,NRRC,KR,(NBIJ)9(8(K,J),K=1.3)•J=19KR1 FMI11705
w/ CONTROL COMPRESS = IN,NEWCOMP =OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH = SLIM FMI11706





60 READ	 (ISTIINU(IST1)1MS, M R,MREC•MF,(IP F ( JI•(PF(I,JI,I=1,3), J=MS,MRIFMII1710
•/ ALTER 44,44 FMII1711
90 READ	 ( IST2 ' NU(IST2) ) iMS,Mc•MRECvMO, ( IPO(J) ♦( PO(IrJ19I= 1r3),J =MS,MR)FMII1712
•/ ALTER 2469246 FMI11713
READ ( IST1 ' NU( ISM ) MS,MR , MREC , MF FMI11714
•/ ALTER 2659265 FMI I 1715
READ (IST2 1 NU(IST21) MS,MR,MREC,MO	 _ FMII1716
•/ ALTER 2920 293	 ^~ FM`I I 1717
820	 FIND	 (IST1 1 1) FMII1718
FIND	 (IST2 1 1) FMII1719
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT , SEARCH= PF(] FMII1720
•/ A T R 6 FMIL1721
COMMON/IOUNIT/ NU(12) 	 _ FMII1722
•/ ALTER 42,42 FMII1723
30 READ	 ( IT'NU ( IT) 1	 MS , MR,MREC • KR#(NP ( J1,(DP(19J)9I = 19319J=MSrMRI FMI11724
./ ALTER 62.62 FMI11725
WRITE
	 ( NSET ' NU(NSET))	 IROW,KODE , M9(DP(19J),JT ( J)tJ-1,K1 FMI,11726
'	 •/ ALTER 65 9 65	 _ FMII1727
WRITE	 INSET ' NU(NSET ) l	 IROW,KODErK , DP(I• K)  FMII1728
I	 •/ ALTER 68 9 68 FMII,1729
- 70 FIND	 ( IT' 1) FMI11730
./ ALTER 82982 FMII1731
WRITE
	
( NSET ' NU(NSET))
	
I,	 KODE,	 M,	 P( I) ,	 I  
 
FM I11732
./V .a--- ._ALTER 95996	 — FMI I1733
3EA0( IST3 ' NU( IST3) )MD , K,(AK(J) , J=1,10),1(DK(J,LI,J= I,MD)tl=1,MD),FM , II1734
.__	
-----• •--1	 t LK ( J) , 	 J=1 •K 1 FMS 1.1735
•/ ALTER 1049104 FMI`11736
WRITE	 (IST2 ' NU( IST2))	 IGBR , KODE , M,J,P(1) , IBCOL,,ID^ FM1 11737
./ ALTER	 1079107  y FMI11738
_	
_....____._
IGBR , KODE , M,J,P(11 , Ihv^'-; tD_ FMII1739
j	 •/ WMTE8,ALT	 2	 126
2 ' NU(IST2)1
FMII1740
280 WRITE	 ( IST1 ' NU(IST1))	 LK(L),K0DE9M 9 K 9 1DKIJ_CN,LKtJlrJ=2MD1 FMI11741
(	 •/ ALTER	 1299129 FM I11742
# WRITE
	 ( NSET ' NU(NSET ) )	 ICOL , KODE , M,P(1)9IBCOL,P(11,[XCOL M	 43
•/ ALTER	 1369136 FMII1744_
290 WRITE	 ( NSET ' NU(NSET ) 1	 ICOL 9 KODE 9 M,P(1)•IXCOI  FMII1745
„ / ALTER	 1569156 FMI11746
!WRITE
	
IST2'NU(IST2)) IGBRrKOD rM,J,P	 Al-9'6KCI-9I A - - T-fS­ -_-'--- FKTY1
•/ ALTER
	 1639163 fM'I 11748	 -	 a
WRITE	 ( IST2 1 NU	 I	 T2	 )	 IGBR , KODE , M,J9AKi10	 , N 	 ,ID FMII	 4 `.	 t
•/ ALTER	 168,168 FMII175.0
WRITE ( IST2 ' NU( IST2 ) )	 IGBR,	 KODE • 	M,	 J,	 PI^I,N2	 D _	 _	 — ^- FMII	 1
./ ALTER	 1759175 FMII1752
READ	 ( IST3'NU(IST3))
	
( AK(J),J=1,351,	 (LKiJ1,J=31,341 FMII1753
•/ ALTER	 196,197 FMI1754
WRITE	 I	 2	 U	 K	 6	 r	 K	 •	 K	 r	 -,r—IA--K()	 J=219 241






•/ ALTER 201.204 FMI11758'
FIND	 (IST1 + 1) FMI11	 59
FIND ( IST2 1 11 FMI11760
• / ALTER 2149214
}
y'f





 R-EAD	 (IST1' NU(IST1))	 IXCOL,KODE,M•K,(AK(J),LK(J),J=1,K) FMI11764
4.20	 WRSTE_(NSET'NU ,INSET) ),	 IXCOL•KODE t M• (AKIJ),LK(JI •J = 1,K) FMI 11765 j !	 l_	
_
•/ ALTER	 222.222 FMII1766 'f
430	 IXCOL,K,ODF I.M,P(IXCOL) 9 1XCOL_W ,RITE_,(NSET'NU(NSET)) FM Ill 767
•t'`-ALTER	 244v244 FMI 11768 I
460 WRITE
	 (NSET'NU(NSET ) l
	
I,KWE _nP(i l, _. FMI1176P
•/ ALTER	 251, ? 51 FMI11770 k
470 WRITE _(NSET'NU(NSET)) 	 J,Kp1?F t jP( I) FMI11771
./! C`(INTROL Ci]MPRFSS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT, TEXT=SYSPRI NT, SEARCH = EXT FMI11772
.•/ .ALTER_ . b FMII1773j




	 K,KODE,J,ET( IXL),I,ET(IXL),IXL „FMII1776





-ALTER, 631 ¢3 FM I I 1774
5 10' WRITE	 (NSET'NU(NSET))
r....
I,KODE•J•P(1),I FY11178)
—	 •/ ALTER 72972 Fm II 17	 1_
READ(IST2''NU(IST2))
	
K1•K21K3•K49(AK(J)tLK(J)•J = 1•K4),IP(l) FMII1782
_•/_ AL TER .
 74 t 74 FMII1783 q
WRITE	 (NSFT'NU(NSET))	 K1•K29K3•(AK(J)gLK(J),J=1•K4) FMII1734 3
% -AI T E_R	 1049104
  ._...__ — .. _ _. 	 _	 -	 -




(AK(J) •J=1,4),(AK(J) •J = 11,14) -	 F.MIT1785
ALTER
	 11891 18 FMI1797 >`
WRITE	 (NS CT'NU(NSET))	 ICOL,KODE„N,1AK(J),J=1,41 FM111784 If
_
_.ALTER 	 120± 1,2U_T._.^_._ FMTt17H^ ^ , n
545	 WRITE	 (NSET'NU(NSET))
	
ICOL•KODE,,M,(AK(J),LK(J) t J=1,`) FMI L179`	 -
./ CONTROL_ COMPRESS= IN,N_EWCJM,P=OUT•TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH = USO? FMi 11791
	 ti •/	 ALTER	 11 F^4II1792_ t
COMMCN/ IOUN I T /NU,( 121 FM 1 11,7? 3 x
e/ ALTER 42.45 FM I 117 q 4
_	
FIND	 (NT'APE1' 11	
_...,. F"AI I1795 ft
FIND	 (NTAPE2' 1) FMI 11796
FIND	 ( N T
.AP E.3.'_l f 	 ._...	 _ FMI 11.7 9 7
FIND	 fiNTAPi_4' - 1) FMI 11799 V
•/ ALTE R 99 9 99 FM1.11 799
3	 N P A G E• E'R R O R 1 F'9 I 118 ') 2 " ?a
GALL_ DMMG3
	 tN00EgLUAD•NR.EAC.LEM,MQMENT•JSrNCOtNJ,1T{•JfAPE2, FMI'i1qo1 )
1	 WORK(221 •WORK(38) •WURK(5t)) •,40RK(JF4)-,NAMOUT• FMI 118
	
2
2	 NTAPE2•NROCT•NPAGE,ERROR,,NUMCTI :-	 f
CALL D4MG4
	
(N!IDF,LOAD,NREAC, LLMPMO MENT•JS t NCO3N()1R,JTAPE4,
F14I11 303
FMIIlg',4
= _	 1	 WORK (1 ) r_ '+CORK (5 1 ,	 WORK(9)9 FM 1 I 18^, _.
``.	 2	 Wt1R.K (13) ,	 WORK(44)9	 WORK (5C) ,	 WORK (JE 1 ) Fm 1 11906
3	 W0RK(JE2),	 WORK(JE31#NAMOUT,NTAPEI,NTAPE. 2 F4I11q	 7
4	 NTAPE39NROCT9 IPR INT,NP.AGE,FKKUR ) FML i t ^'•^ 3
a IF(ERROR)
	
RETURN :F ^^ 111-30 9 s
._._..._..
CALL	 DMMG5	 (NODE,LOADS' NREAC,LEM,M(1^.4ENT,JSvNCt_7,NI)IRoKS•MEMO• FMI1131n
1	 WORK(1),WORK(5) ► WORK(9),
”"	 ---	 2	 WORK(131• _WORK(22) • 	WORK(341•	 WORK(38) 9
FMI 11811
Froth
3	 WOR K (44) [' WORK ( 50 ) •	 WORK ( 56) •	 VIORK ( 6 2) • F *4111813
4	 WO	 (206)•	 WORK(35t;1,	 WORK (4941,	 WORKt6381, FMI11914 1
n	 5	 WORK(JE12),	 WORK(4JE1 ,3),	 WCRK(JE14),NAMf1UT, FM111315
6	 NTAPF1tN TAP E29NTAPE.3•JTAPE1 9 NROCT) FMIII116 ^	 1
! CALL	 DM'IG6	 ('NODE•
	





















2	 WORK (13) 9 WORK(22) 9 WORK(34) 9 WORK(38)v	 FMI,I1819
4 ^?	 3	 WORKI441 9 WORK(50)9 WORK(56) r WORK(62_1 r 	 FMIT1820







NTA.PE3,NTAPE49JT4PE31	 —	 ^-« FMI I1823
CALL DMMG7 (NODE,LOAD,NREAC•LEM,MOMENT•JS,NC09NDIR9KS9MEM0 9 	FMI11824	 I
f^	 1	 WORK(1)9WORK(145)9 WORK(14h),WORK(JE2tf)• 	 FMII1325
2	 WORK(JE2119 WORK(JE22)9 NAMOUT•NTAPEI•NTAPE2)
	 FMI11826
a ^ 	 3	 NTAPE39NTAPE4,JTAPE51 	 FMI11827
K a	 JES1 = 78	 FMI I1 823
JES2 = JES1 + NREAC 	 FMIT1829
JES3 .__JES2 + NREAC
	 FMI11830
	
a#	 JES4 = J E S 3 + NREAC 	 FMI11831
JES5	 JES4 + NREAC
	 JS	 _ FMII1832
f	 JES6 = JES5 + 72	 FMI.11333
	
i	 JEST_	 JFS6 + 72	 FMII1834
CALL DMMG8 (NODE 9LOAD,NREAC,LEM,MQMENT,JS,NCU,NDIR• 	 FMI11835
1	 WORK(1)v WORK(9), WORK(2819 WORK(46)r
	
MLI1836
2	 WORK(JES11r- WORK(JES2), WORK(JES3)r WORK(JES4)9
	 FMII1837
	
c	 3	 WORK(JES5)• WORK(JES619 WORK(JES7)9 NAMOUT(1 91_)  
	 ..	
FMII)338
4	 WORK(58)o WORK( 69)vJTAPE69JTAPE7 9 J'TAPE8•
	
FMIT1839
5	 NTAPEI9 NTAPE2,NTAPE3•NTAPE4,WORKt 111 	 FMII1840
RETURN	
-FM I I 1 X341
END	 FMIL1842
CONTROL. COMPRESS = IN•NEWCOMP =OUT, TFXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=GRAFO 	 FMI TIM43
./ ALTER 8_
	 FMII1844
COMMON/IOUNIT/NU( 121 	 ^— ^_..
	
FMIT1845
}	 ./ ALTER 25.27	 FMI 11846
WRITE(JTAPEX r NU(JTAPEX)) KOLUMN,KOMPR ,NVAR ,(STIF(JM),METRO(JM), - FMIx1847Ji
	
'i 	 1	 JM=19JVAR)	 F?MII1848
GO TO 140	 FMII1849
130 WRITE(JTAPEX r NU(JTAPEX)) KOLUMN,K(JMPRrNC'Or(CU(JM19JM = I * NCO)	 FMII1850
`I;
fi F
of CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,-NEWCOMP =OUT.TEXT= SYSPRINT,SEARCH=MMU T -__ _	 FMII1851
s./ . ALT ER ^9	
--- - ,^	
FM I I l A 5 2
 j1 COMMON/ IOUNIT/NUt 12)	 _	 - -	 FMI11853( i	 ./ ALTER 19 9 21	 _ FMI I1854
WRITE(NTAPE4 r NU(NTAPE4)1 K(]DE MUMENT9LA0DA19 L AMDAJ,IP9IQ,IR,IS­
 -	 11 TA-55 5
;, }	 DO 120 I=19LAMDAJ
	 FMII856
120 W R I T E ( N T A P E 4 4 N U ( N T A P E 4 1ALAT(I,J^J=I,LAMDAJI
	 - M^ II1857	 Y
'	 ./ CONTROL COMPRESS= IN,NEWCOMP =OU'T,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=LAMBDA_	 FMIII859
•/_CONTROL C01PItESS= IN,NEMiCOMP=OUT,TCXT=SYSPRINT•SEARCM=ANALS
	 fMII1959








117 WRITEtNTAPFI'NU(NTAPE11) KUDEr[l) _ —•Xt_Yrtr _(MS1i
._
 I1' 9T = 196) 9	 FM ­11863
1 __.  	 ^_ N PI( I I, L=196) 9 NT_Y,JNTM, IFLAG•JNTN•JREV,JOIR	 FMi1186_4
	f;	 •/ _ALTER 164,164
	 MFMII1365	 f.
_	 W'RITE(NrAPEI'NU(NTAPEM KODE,IDEL,LP,IQtlR,IS9AT,PI,SIrBPI•ErG, FMII1866
1	 PR• ALPHA	 —	 _._..	 FMI I1867
	3	 ./ ALTER 224 9 225_	 FMIL1968
	
}	 240 FINDINTAPEI 1 11 Ff^ l
	} _.
1	
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=INrNEWCOMP UUT'TFXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=DMMG1
	 FMII1970
_._ __ _ _
./ ALTER 11
	 FM,T I1871
	 kCOMMON/ IOUIVIT/NU( 12)	 F4111872
	 Rf	
./'y ALTER 20921	 FMI TFA73
120 READINTAPEI'NU(NTAPFI)IKODE,TD,XX,YY •Z.Z,(NS1 (I) •1=1,6,1,	 FMI11874
1	 (NP 1I 11, T:- Yi: 6l,NTY,JNTM,IFLAG9JNTN'9JRE *V9JDIR	 FMI































 I 1 q ') l
—	
-40-
o/ ALTER 1 38 r 145 	 -	 -	 ---	 ---- -- - ---- - - -------------
_400 WRITE(NTAPE2'NU(NTAPE2)1 DIRII.II,DIRII.21 iDIRlI t 3)_ _ ^ _
OU 41C 1= 1,LOAD
MR^ TEENTAPE2!NUINTAPE21)_NODAL(1 J,(OAOLf I ,J) ,J=1,JS)
WRITE(NTA 0 E2'NU(NTAPE2)1 (X([I,Y([),1([1•I=1,NOnE)
_- __ DO . 420 _ [ = l t NR EAC _	 ___	 _ 
420 WRITE(NTAPE2'NU(NTAPE2)1 NUDARiII,(REAC(I,J)•J=1•JS)
FIND(NTAPE2 1 1)	 _
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=[N•NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRIN „ SEARCH=DMMG2
•/ C_ONTRUL COMPRESS=[N,NEWCO_MP=UU_T_,_TEXT-S_YSPI:INT,SFARCH=OMMG3
./ ALTER 8
	_	 CO MMON/ I OUNIT /NU I 121
ALTER 33.33	 -	 - -- ----- -- -











_	 WRIT E(J TA P E29NU(JTAPE21) KOLUMNIKOMPRrNVAR,(H([),LOC(II•I=1,JM
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN,NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEAkCH=DMMG4
•/ ALTER llr ll
CJMMON/ IOUN I T/NU( 12)
RE AD( N TA P E2' NU(N T A_PE 21) (X(1)-,-Y(l)•Z(I),I=1,N01)FI
./ ALTER 28.2A
READ (NTA PEI'NU(NT AP EII) KODE, I DEL,IP,IO,IR•IS•AT,PI•SI.BPI,E,G
— -	 —1	 -----	 --	 --PR,ALPHA
./ ALTER 154,154 	 _
215 WRITE(NTAPE3'Nil(NTAPE3)) (EL(I,J),J=1931
. / ALT ER 1 64,164
WRITE(NTAPE3'NU(NTAPr3)1 IC01( I I I CD2( [ ) ,CD3( I ) , 1=1 , 4 ) ,X21,Y21,121
ALTER _-179,179
WRITE(JTAPE4'NU(JTAPE4)) K'JLUMN•KnmPR,NVAk,CT,JES
./ ALTER 1S7,1g7 	 ___	 __
WRITEIJ TAP E4'NU(JTAPE4I) KJLUMN,KOMPR,NVAR•CT,JES•CT,JES1
..	 --/__ALT_ER 2C4t208	
- - -	 -
250 FIND INTAPEl'11
FIND (NTAPE3' 11	 _
2.60 READ (NTAPEI'NU(NTAPEI)) KOL`E,10,XX,YY,ZZ,(NS1(i),I=1.6),(NP1(
1	 I=116) 1 NTY,J - TM, JR EV1_JD[R__
./ CONTROL C)MPRESS=IN•NEWCIIMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT•SEAkCH=i)MMGS
-	 -! /. --ALTER_ 1 4
	---	 ---
COMMON/ IOUNIT/NU(12)
_ . /_ ALT E R_ 1 7.1: 7 _
100 READ(NTAPEI'NU(NTAPEI)) KOOE•IOEL•IP/IO,IR,IS,AT,PI ,S[ t BPI •E•G
1	 PR, ALPHA
o/ ALTER 21,22	 1-----------
	
110 READ( N7APE3'NU(NTAPE3) 	 (EL(I•JIrJ=1.31
FM  11923







F'^I 11 9 31
_--- -- FM 111932
FMI 11902
FMII1903






F M I I101^
PMI111)11
I1, F-MI11012









REAO(NTAPE3'NU(NTAPE3) 1 (CUII l l •CD2 ([ ) 9CD3( I ) , I =1 ,4 ) •X21 ,Y21 • Z21 • FMi 11922
—
9 /---ALTER 2 49 t 2 52 - - --- -- --- - ----
480 FINO(NTAPE111)
F INOWN .PE3' 1)
	 __ __
490 READ (NT APE1 1 NUINTAPE11) KODE•ID•XX,YYrZZ,(NS1IIIrI=1x61•
1	 _ (NP_1(I1.1=1.619NTY,JNTM,IFL AG, JNTN•JREV•JI)IR
./ CONTROL COMPRESS=IN•NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=DMMG6




l0A	 READINTAPEI • NU(NTAPE1)1	 KODE•JOEL•IP,IOrIR,IS,AT,PI,SI,BPI,ErG•
_	 1	 PR, ALPHA











./	 CONTROL COMPRESS= I N, NEWCO_MP=nUT, TE XT=SYSPRI NT, SEARCH=OMG6C
./	 CONTROL	 COMPRESS=If^9NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SEARCH=DMMG7
./	 ALTER	 11.13	 _ 	 ___FM111_942
COMMt1N / IOUNIT/NU( 121	 —
F
F
















•/	 ALTER	 19,28 FMI11947
READINTAPE4'NU(NTAPE4))
	
KOUE,MOMENT,LAMOAI,LAMDAJ,I P,IO,IR, IS FMI11948
-WA ITE(NT APE I
	
N0(NTAPF1)1K(IUc9M0MENT,LAMDAI,LAMDAJ,IP9I09IR,1 4MI11949
- +— - 
_ DO 11. 0 I=19LAMDAJ FM_II1950_	 _




1 10	 WRITE(NTAPEI 1 NU(NTAPE11)	 ( DNSK(I,J)•J=1,LAMDAJ) FMI11952
120 CONTINUE FMII1953
FIND(NTAPEI_' 1) FMII_1954
FIND(NTAFE4 . 1) FNI11955
ALTER	 41,49 FMI11956
150	 READ(NTAPEI • NU(NTAPE111
_
 KODE, M CMENT,LAMDAI,LAMDAJ,(IGON(L),L=1,41 FMI11957




_ FIND	 (NTAPE4_' 11
	 _ FMII1960
GO TO	 17C 04I
_
11961
_160_ 	 READ_ (NTAPE4 9 Nf)(NTAPE4_1)
	
KODE,M(jMENT•L:MDAI,LAMDAJ,(TG()N(L).L=19_4_IFMIT196_2
DO	 165	 1=1,LAMDAJ FMII1963
165	 READ	 (NTAPE4'NU(NTAPE4) ) 	 (ONSKI l,_J_ I,J-•1•_LAMI)AJ_
	 1  FNI11964
FIND	 (NTAPEI 1 1) FM111965













./	 CONTROL	 COMPRESS = IN.N E wCOMP = UUT,TFXT=SYS PRINT•SEARCH=DMMG8 FMII1470_
./ ALTER 11912
	 --	 --^— FMI I1.971(- OMMON/ IOUNIT!NU( 12) FMI 119_72_ _
DU	 100	 1=1,NREAC FOf11Q73
READ	 (NTAVF2 • NU(N T APE2))	 N0AR(I!,(REAC(I,J),J = 1,JS) FMI11974
./	 ALTER	 16,16 FMII1975
FIND	 (NTAPE2 1 1) FMII197^













KDIAG ,KUMPR,NVAR,REONE,KDIAG FMI 11980_ _








	U N	 K	 , K M -R o N VA R sZF R 0r- Dl A-G—
WRITE	 APE 2' NU( NTAPE211
	 KDIAGrKOMPR,NVARrREONErKDIAG-V FM 1 119_84_
,/	 ALTER 139	 14i	 -	 -	 -----	 -	 ---	 -- FMIT1985
WRITE
	









KDIAG, K UMPR,NVA R,_ERO
	
,K DI AG FMI11988
./	 ALTER	 2089?10
	 -	 - FMI11989
-42-





WR[TF(NTA 3'F?'N(IINTAPF2))	 KD1A.,KOMPR,NVAR,ERO,Kf)IA(-, FMIIlyg2
./	 ALTER	 226,227 FMIIln93
FIND(NTAPFI'1) F4111994
FINO(NTAPE2 1 11 FMIIIgQS
./	 CONTROL	 COMPIESS=IN,NFWCOMP=7UT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SFARCH=IISr3 FMI1I'196
./	 CONTROL	 COMP2ESS=TN.,NFWCOMP=11UT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,SFtARCH=I,ISO4 FMI11997
./	 CONTROL	 NEWCOMP=OIJT,TEXT=SYSPR[NT,NAMF=USIS,(ABEt=95n, ,)r70()0,NOC(IMP rMIIl9gP
SUBROUTINE	 US05	 (A,B,C,[),E•F,G,H,I,J,K,I,M,N) F4I11990




K	 =	 . TP UF. FM 1 1 ?0()2
WR I TE
	
( NP-)T, 10) FM 1 1 ?003




./	 CONTROL	 NFWCOMP=nUT,TEXT =SYS P RINT,NAME=US06,LAGEt= g 6(`')OC`OO,N( I COMP FM1120PP
SUBPOI)TINF	 US06	 (A,R9C,n,F•F,(-,H,1,J.K,L,M,N) FMII?(')g
LOGICAL	 K FMI12r'lr
COMMON NPIT,NPnT FM117011
K	 =	 .TRUE. Fmll?nl?
WRITF	 INPnT,l n ) FMTI7()13





./	 CONTROt	 NEWCOM P = ( )IJT,TFXT=SYSPRINT,NA M F=US)7, LABEL = g 7110000,N^CA M P FMII?nlb
SUBROUTINE	 11507	 (A,B,C,n,E,F,;,'i,I,J,K,L,M,N) F4I12019
LnGICAL	 K FMI1202r
COMMON NP[ T,NPOT F-Ml I7()21




10	 FORMAT	 ( 1HO,5,5HFPk!1R	 ***	 THE	 [DUMMY	 SUBROUTINE	 FnR	 Ucr7	 HAC	 RFF(N FNV-41I2024
1TFRFD	 i F4112025
RF TURN FM l 12()20 
END FM1120?_7
./ CONTROL	 NEWCOMP=OUT,TEXT=SYSPRINT,NA M F=US3H,LAKFL= g HCOnCOO NnCnMP FMII?r?P
SUBPOUT INF	 USOR	 (A,B,C,D,F,F, ;,H,I ,J,K,L,M,N1 FM I I2029
LOGICAL	 K FMII?G 30
COMMON NP'T,NPOT FMII2011




10	 FORMAT	 1 140, 56HFRRn o	*	 THE	 nt1M'4Y	 SUB°' . IIT I NE	 FOP	 11SP A	I+AS	 BEFN ENF W 1 12 0 34
ITFRED	 1 F4112019
RF TURN " M t T 2(13f
FND FM [ I ?037
./	 CONTROL
	
NEWC,I M P=OUT % TFXT=SYSPRINT 9 NA M E=USOQ,LAB F t=99n70C 1 0,NOCnMP FM[t203P
SOBROOT INF





K	 =	 .TRUE. FMTT?042
WRITE
	
( NPOT, i0) F'4112041














System/360 JCL for Executing FORMAT II
The JCL has been set up for 10 utility data sets (1,'2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
9 0 10 0 11, and 12).	 Data sets 5 and 6 are designated for Lhe normal
system input and output.
The number of data sets and their numeric values are fixed_in routine - A
'MRES'	 ( statement NUMR=10) and 'MAIN'
	
(statements DEFINE FILE----and
DO,2 I =1 2 12 for initialization).
The space for the data sets is fixed in routine 'MAIN' 	 ( statements
DEFINE FILE----). u
RRR The SEP parameter was used to put each of the data sets on separate
Iunits to cut down arm-- motiorlo	 Channel separation is not necessary
` since the data sets are unbuffered for ,;direct access I/0.
The initialization for direct access scratch space takes approximately
' 10 minutes for the present allocation.
	
Thus, the existing ability to r
M
stack jobs in FORMAT II should be used where possible.
For general runs on small problems (less than 100 equations and few
j
abstraction instructions), the amount of space for the data sets should^^
T. t
} Cbe reduced to cut down on the overhead of initialization for direct y
t^
^= access on each run.
i
Another solution to cutting down the overhead for initialization is to
f' save the;scratch data sets on disk; and therefore, there is no initiali-
zation on each run after the first.
II ^
"	 The compiled routines for FORMAT II were
	 put on a tape to facilitate
access by the engineering groups.
n






//LKFD.SYSLMUD DO SPACE=( 3ti	 --20,120C,20.01	 ---^.	 ---
//LKFO.SYSU[l DO SPACE=l352C,(25J,2C1)
//LKE().PHASEI DO DSNAME=FGRMAT1I9UNIT=9—TRACK,LA9EL= (1•SL)•
































INSERT FXLQ,EUTL 1•EUTL2•EU 	 •kTL3•EUTL4UTL5•EUTL6 •EUTL7









INSERT E'4PY, FMrYA, EMPYA 1 •EMPY i
OVERLAY FMT21C
INSERT TMPY,TMPY1•TMPY2,TriPY3,TMPY4




















3	 FMI IC .0,19
FMIICO20
-FM I IOC 21
FMI 10022






























F'A I I'"' 1) 3
F"I I- j4
F"t I I.	 56
F I 1- -57
F -+I IC ;54
F I Ii :tia
F',! I Ir,'6
F " I I' -nl






F , : 11	 -7
F'. I1	 73
r "1 1	 14
= I1' 75
r" 11' '7:)
F 	 I 	 77
F'+I 1	 74
F • 1I1-	 7




	11 	 ,	 3




r	 I I '	 •' a
F" I I
r= ''[I	 :I





F A I I -r7
F ',l 1 I
^ 1 1	 • ^,
r ^S [ I
^' I I	 '..1





INSFPT 4ULI M OLTI AULT2 , MULT 79M ULT4
OVERLAY FMT21C
INSERT SMPY,SNPYA,SMPYAI,SIPY1




















INSERT E'VVC, ENVC 1
CjVE W LAY FMT22C
INSERT ,)I AG,1)1A61
CVEPLAY F•4T?2,-









OV ERL AY G
















(IV FRL 4,Y I?CTA
1NSEkT`^MMC,2










































_ - FM I I  114
FMI IC 115
FMI I  116
FMI IC 117
FMI IC 113
	. . - .-. --._ -. ------ . -.	




-- -	 - --- -- ---FM i IC 123
_ FMI IC 124
FM I IG 125
FMI IC 126




— - -- -_.-_ - FM I IC 129





._- - ----- - -- --
	
--	 —_ -- --- -._	 FMI IC 135
--	 - ---- ------
FM I IC 136
FMI IG 137
FMI 10, 138
/^ --- ----	 ------- F M I I C 13 9
//G'3.FT06F001 DO	 SPACE = (-;52C, ( 20.50)) FMI I0141'^
//Gt) * SNAPOUMP DO UNIT=(u[5K,4)	 -	 -- FMIIC141
//GO.FTOIFCC 1 OV	 0SNAME=EFTC'., 	 _	 _	 _ SFMI IC I42
UNIT=DISK, SPACE=( 3CP,( 5C^) 1 • SFMI IC 143
DCB= (RECFM=V•L KECL=AC4,BLKSI ZE =808,til1F N(,)=I 1 FM[ IC 144
//GU.FT02FCC1 OD	 I)SNAME=E,FTG2• SFMIIC145
UNIT=(UISK,SEP = FTJIFCCI), SFMII0146
SPACC=IAO8,(25^C)Ir
	
--^ -	 ---	 -	 --	 ---SFMII ^147
DCB= (R ECFM=V,LRECL = BC4,BLKSI LE = 8G8,BUFNU=1) FMI 10 149
//GO.FT03FOC1 DD	 DSNAME=GFT039 SFMII0144
UNIT=(DISK,SEP=(FT^IFCCI,FTC2F401)1• SFMIlCI50
SPACF=l908,(25CC)1• SFMIIC151 
0C8=IkFCFM=V•LREC,L = 804,_BL_KKSIZF-=808•BUF NO= 11 FM,'
//GOo FTG4F0" 1 DD	 nSN9ME=6FTC4, 	 _	 --	
_ _
$FMI IC 153
O N1T=(CISK•SEP = (FTOIFCC 1• r T02FOOl•FTC3F_ /iCl)1• SFMIIC154
SPACE = (RC8, ( 250 ;)) • SFM 1 IC 155
DCB =(u ECFM = V•LRECL=8C4• ►3LKSIZE = 80890JFN_ 0=1 I_ FMI 10156
//GV.FT07FCC1 DD	 0SNA,ME=6FTC7• SFMiIC157
UNIT = (DIS-c•SE P= (FTOIFCCI,FT02FGO19FTC-3FCC1,FT04FCC1)1, SFMII(1158
SPACF=(3 ,:9•(2500)1.	 -	 --- SFMI10159
OCµ= (R ECFM=V•L RECL = 8C4, [ILK S1 LE = 8CB ,BUF NO= 11 FM I IC 16 J
//GU. FT08FC ^1 1 1 0	 1)S+vAME &FT08, SFMI IC 161









DCEi=IRECFM=V,LkEC,L=804,BLKSIZE=808,aUF'UO =11 FMI 11155
O
-48-	 -- --
//G0.FT09FCC 1 OD	 DSNAME=CFT099 SFMI IC 166
UNIT=(DISK,SEP=(FTCIFC^1,FT02F001,FTC3FOO1•FT')4FC- . 01, SFMIlCI67
FTC7F0CI,FTC8FCCI)1, SFMI IC, 164
SPACE=(8C89(350C)1, SFM110169
DCB = (RECFM=V•LRECL = BC4,dLKSIZE=808 9 RUFN0=1) FMIIGI7')
//GO.FTIOFOCI OD	 DSNAME=EFT10, oFM,I0171





DCr1= (RECFM=V,L RtCL =8C4, 8LK SI ZE =9CA,90F IJ0=1 1 FMI IC 175
//GO.FT11F001 DO	 DSNAME=EFT119 SFMIIC176





SPACE= ( 808 • (250C)) ,_ SFM I IC 179




UNIT=DISK• W41 IC 182




//GO.SYS IN DO FORMAT	 i I	 G;4 rA	 FUL
-






Exampled 29.2	 sec. 240.4 sec.
Example 2 20.1 sec. 191.8- sec.
ll ^
s
	r.	 System/360 timings are with MVT and would be shorter withrsingle_job processing.
	
\




4.5 min. 8.7 min.




, (1)	 System/360 runs were made with a Model 7 5. ?.'
I 7094 times were obtained from Reference (1)	 page 101.
(2)	 Initialization of direct access scratch space takes{
approximately ten minutes for the present allocation `=
E and is not included in the System036O timings.
	
For
suggestions in reducing or eliminating this initiali=
{	 <, zation time see the section of this 'olume entitled












The listing and punched deck of the revised FORMAT II source
deck may be obtained by using the following program to list the






; 	 //SYSIN DD * ;^9t
INTEGER IA (20) x
DATA I0001/' 0OO1' /
10 READ (9,4) IA
4 FORMAT(2OA4) i
s °	 IF (IA(20)-IO001) ll s 20 xll






7 FORMAT	 ( 1 1 1. ')
u0 TO 11 a
r
ND'
//GO.FT09F001 DD DSNAME=SOURCE,DISP=(OLD,KEEP),UNIT,=9-TRACK, $
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=$$,BLKSIZE=3520, $
VOA,=SER=FORMAT,LABEL=(1,NL)
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